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R-600

CONTROL, GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION FOR

ADVANCED MANNED MISSIONS

(Final Report on Task H of Contract NAS-9-6823)

i ABSTRACT

This is a study of Navigation, Guidance, and Control for Advanced Manned

Space Missions. It is divided into the areas of systems, computer subsystems,

radiation subsystems, and inertial subsystems. From a system aspect a study is

made of guidance and navigation requirements imposed by the different phases of

interplanetary missions. A representative system is described as a design model.

i Detailed descriptions are provided of analytical and development work on advanced
!

.,, concepts in computer, radiation, and inertial subsystems.

It is shown that required system performance advances are well within rea-

son but that the requirements for reliabillty wiU demand new standards in design

concepts, quality assurance, maintainability, and quiescent failure rates.

Guldelines for further developments in this direction are set forth.

l
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INTHODUC TION

This is a Final Report on Advanced Manned Missions Guidance and Control

Systems Study, NASA Contract NAS 9-6823. This contract was let to the

Instrumentation Laboratory of MIT on February 20, 1967. As set forth in the

work statement, the study objective was summarized in the following sentence:

The objective of this study is to develop and demonstrate
via laboratory tests, advanced guidance and control techniques
which, for future manned missions, will minimize spacecraft
constraints, enhance mission flexibility, and eliminate the
mission-time dependency of guidance and control system re-

: liability, while maintaining adequate performance to accomplish
. the required missions.

"_ To approach this objective, the study was organized into four major task

areas: Systems integration, Computer Design, Optical Systems, and Inertial

Sensors.

'_ This study effort has been conducted in an environment of emerging mission

,_ and system requirements definition. For example, concurrent work on manned
• .[

't flyby missions was conducted by the Space Division of North American Rockwell

':i, under contract No. NAS 8-18025. The final report resuiting from this study

"'I became available in August, 1967. A study of a manned Mars Landing mission was
"_ undertaken by the Boeing Co., Aerospace Group under a similar NASA contract.

_i These studies were in progress during the period covered by the MIT/IL contract.
• ) i

'ii_i It was the objective of the study and development to achieve a general
enhancement of subsystems needed to meet the demands of advanced manned

_ ilii missions. But a definition of these demands had to be related to the emerging

:i results of such studies as are cited above, without becoming keyed to a particuLar

:; ?_I mission or cLass of missions. Consequently, work on the contract in its early
_i:! phases concentrated on aspects of computer, inertial and optical sybsystem

!, _ characteristics which seemed obviously important based on the general problems

', of advanced manned missions. These aspec_ were highlighted in tlie Work _'

_ Statement and included: •

a. longer operational reliable life'me

b. great©r operational flexibility '_

, ;_I c. lower demand on electrical and thermal sybsystems

'-_!_:! d. ,,minimum constraints on spacecraft maneuvers or attitudes..,

_* . ,3

i
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Selection of important problems was immeasurably aided by the experience of the

MIT Instrumentation Laboratory in the design and development of the Control,

Guidance, and Navigation System for NASAIs Apollo Mission. This experience has

covered both hardware and software responsibilities. As a result, MIT/IL

personnel working on this task were able to bring to it a fund of applicable ex-

perience and knowledge which proved to be very beneficial.

Later in the contract period, more definition of mission and system re-

quirements became available. At this stage, it became possible to approach

consideration of the systems integration problem by a study of requirements for

navigation, guidance, and control systems. This study attempted to evalu:_,t_ re o

quired navigation and guidance performance levels without being tied *,oo ch_sely

to one mission concept. Analysis of requirements, then, expanded its scope as

a better understanding of overall mission became available. However, a definitive

statement of requirements can come only after a specific mission and spacecraft

system has been adopted. Such a statement is not a part of this report.

In summary then, this report includes a first section, Analysis of Require-

ments and a second on Design Studies and Development H-,rdware. The first will

i establish broad guidelines for the requirements task, and the second will present

a system design model, and a d_3.fled exposition of design and de,,,_lopment

: accomplishments in the specific computer, optical, and inertial subsystem areas.
J
! The computer, optlcal, and inertial subsystem portions have been bound

_, separately to provide specialized documents for those with specialized interests.

4'

,!I

,I
,I

,4

_! p,, ,.L

'_',_

_, _, '--'_ 4,'

i
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1. ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS

The requirements placed upon control, guidance, and navigation systems

for advanced manned missions can be generated only as fast as the missions them-

selves are defined, The present contractual effort covered a study effort of ap-

proximately ten months. During this short period, it was possible to investigate

only certain highlights of proposed manned missions that may be part of the

national space program in the last third of this century. These highlights are re-

ported on in this Chapter, and are limited to manned exploration of the inner

planets of our Solar System. It will be apparent from the following material, that

the studies basically covered many different mission phases briefly, in order to

get a general picture of the nature of the problem. Detailed phase-by-phase an-

alysis of specific missions is yet to come.

1.1 Orbital Operations - The Space Station and the Logistics Vehicles

One next step in advanced manned missions will certainly be long duration

earth orbital operations culminating in the establishment of a space station. The

space station's mission will not have demanding guidance and navigation requirements.

Modest attention will have to be paid to the maintenance of the desired equilibrium

I orbit and to attitude control of the space station with respect to the earth and to the

sun,

The space station can be mentioned here principally for the contributions

it can make to checkout of advanced hardware and software. Inertial subsystems

'_ would benefit from extended checkout in a space station, not from the standpoint

;! of performance evaluation, but from the data gained about reliability, maintain-

t ability, and ability to cope with environmental conditions of prolonged free fall.

_ Computer subpystem elements could go through a similar qualification program

(it in a space station and "pay their passage" by containing operational software for
onboard operations such as attitude control and data processing. Finally, advanced

:!I optical subsystems would benefit tremendously from an installation period on a

• i! space station. Besides gaining data on reliability, maintainability and environ-

_i_ m_ntal design from such an installation, it would be possible to conduct a program

,t Of performance eval_tion even though the earth atmosphere below would have dif-

ferent characteristics than planetary atmospheres. In conclusion, the earth orbital

space station is viewed as a mandatory qualification facility for the type of hard-

: ware and software discussed in the four volumes Of this report.

Earth orbital operations of interplanetar_ mission modules will also play a"

_I significant role as qualification missions for system and vehicle elements of :: ....
future manned ifiisslons. The ability of crew and systems to function for months .

/

• (_ 1"1

JJ

i
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on end in a free-fall environment will be tested in earth orbit. In this situation

many problems of environmental and operational stress on men and systems can

be investigated in relative safety. Emergency return to earth will be provided for.

Repair and resupply can be arranged for in a few days.

The role of earth orbital operations in advanced manned missions and the

use of logistics vehicles are discussed here for the sake of completeness. The

size of vehicles required for interplanetary missions is so great that currently

conceived boosters cannot launch a cornplete interplanetary vehicle into a trans-

planetary orbit from a ground launch. The necessary mass in earth orbit is ob-

tained by multiple launches of vehicle elements from the ground using boozters

of the up-rated Saturn V capability. The interplanetary departure vehicle is then

assembled and checked out in Earth orbit by a crew which may be different from the

crew which will go on the mission ItseH. Obvlously, such a plan of operations

depends on multiple launches of boosters into orbit and multiple trips of orbital

logistics vehicles shuttling men and materials back and forth from the scene of

: assembly and checkout operations.

"' These logistics missions do not represent a major challenge in navigation,

guidance, or control beyond what has been demonstrated today. Th@ iogistics

. vehicle mission consists of orbital insertion, rendezvous and docking, deboost,

atmospheric entry, and landing. Orbital insertion is currently a guidance fm_ction

,_ of the booster stage. The logistics vehicle system could be designed to

• i perfo I m the boost guidance function. If future developments prodice an orbital

_!i supply system where the boosters are not re-usable, then economic factors mightq

,I well justify providing primary booster guidance from the logistics vehicle system.

_I Such capability exists potentially in the early Apollo systems, although t[_s

_i capability is presently used only as a boost phase monitor.
it
:_ The other mission phases of the logistics vehicle duplJ, cate substantially

!1 what was proven in the Gemini mise/ons and what now exi_ _s Apollo mission

"' it _-equlrements on navigation, guidance, and control. Rendezvous- and.docking and
: ,,, ,, :i deboost and atmospherlc entry are capabilities that have been thoroughly demonstrated

_.j already. Entry velocities from earth orbit are less critical than the lunar return

_ velooities _of the APollo Mission which were successfully simulated on the

;I Apollo4 (AS-501) Flight in November,-1957, _. "'_) ,, .

•, The landing '-phase "Of the orbital logistics 'vehicle ma_/wt_._, place /

.... , additional requirements on the on-board system, if a touchdow_ at pre-/_ o
: pared sites on land is desired. These additio_ requirements star_ t_merge '1

!

.... " °'1-2 o ....; _ '" _,

L t_

_'" _ • o _ _ °._.:
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with those of aircraft inertial systems. Basic to such a requirement is a specif-

ication on the required inertial accuracy in the terminal area, the weather min-

imums postulated, and the willingness to equip the orbital logistics vehicle with

sensor systems for external navigation and landing aids.

The next section discusses requirements for manned interplanetary mis-

sions which, unlike earth orbital operations, create a new magnitude of technolog-

ical problems in the area of control, guidance ar,d navigation.

1.2 Manned Interplanetary Miss [t r

1.2.1 Study Intent and Scope

This section describes the analytical effort which was undertaken

with the objective of defining the navigation and guidance requirements for

a manned interplanetary mission. The basic ground rules for this study

were that the navigation and guidance would be performed by an entirely

self-contained stellar-inertial system and that no very-low-thrust engines

(e. g. :'_n engines) would be used. Within this framework a statistical

error analysis was performed in order to identify the critical parameters

and to evaluate the requirements which must be placed upon the various op-

tica! and inertial components.

t The interplanetary mission was studied in four phases: transplane-
{

i tary injection from earth orbit, interplanetary or midcourse phase, oper-
ation within the sphere of influence of a near planet, and earth entry after

't | returning from an interplanetary mission. Each of these phases is dis-

cussed separately below. A description of the methods used to perform the

ii error analysis in each phase is presented, followed in each case by a dis-

cussion of the results obtained.

/= In all phases, the error analysis was performed by considering the

statistics of first order deviations from, a reference trajectory; thus all

the convenient techniques of linear filter theory could be applied to the

I problem. Mission opportunities were selected from those discussed in

references 1 to 3. Launch dates and leg duration information were ex-

tracted from these sources and u_ed as input to a digital computer program

which generated reference trajectory data in sufficient detail for use in the ::

error analysis programs./; The procedure here was_to use the launch data

and time of fiight_informaflon tpgethe_ with a Fourier-Bessel series ex-

_:/ pausion of the planetary orbits (4_}to obtain the positio n ahd i:velocity vectors

i! ,'i: of the departure and destination planets for each leg of the interplanetary trip./ f

i
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",_ This provided the input necessary to solve Lambert'sproblem for each leg

of the trip using a universal variable technique formulated by Battin (5}.

The so_r _.on to this two-body problem (sun-spacecraft) provided conic

sections to be used as reference trajectories for the interplanetary legs.

For the flyby trips, near-planet hyperbolae were determined from the

inbound and outbound relative velocity vectors (obtained from the solution

to the interplanetary legs} using the near planet as the primary gravitational

source. If any trip inv31ved a negative minimum passing distance at any

planet it was automatically rejected and an iteration on uassing distance

was begun to remedy this sit_lation.

1.2.2 Mission Phases

1.2.2.1 Transplanetary Injection

A statistical error analysis of the injection into an interplanetary

; path from an earth orbit was performed in order to defire the demands upon

the inertial subsystem during this phase of operation. A strapped down in-

ertial measurement unit was 8 ssumed and no externally derived information

was used during the _urn.

The reference trajectory was generated in each case using the re-

_i quired velocity concept together with a cross product steering law (4, 6).
_ This was implemented with a modified version of a computer program which

":: was originally written for the Apollo translunar injection by Mr. Peter

• r_ Philliou of the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory ( . The required velocity
7)

_ is defined as that velocity which will cause the vehicle to arrive at a spec-
_ ified time at a preselected inertial target and is computed as a solution to _

:_ a Lambert problem, i
_ No effort was made in this study to optimize either the guidance or I

_ targeting schemes. The criterion for an acceptable scheme was that the I

_;_:! resulting burn time should be reasonable and that the objective of defining i,.::::-_.4 t

__:_; the sensitivity of position and velocity errors to individual inertial corn- _

_i::_ portent errors should not be affected to first order by minor changes in the
i reference trajectory. All data necessary to characterize the vehicle and I

_ engine was extracted from references 1 and2. f

The inertial comporent error model used is described in detail in • 1

•,Volume IV, Chapter 2 of this report. The basic error sources in this /

_: _, ' : model combine to cause two types of error. One is the angular misaligu-

" ment of t_e computed inertial reference frame with respect to the desired I_

: |I ;_' _ J '!
,, ,_ " :, o " .... 1-4

;}1
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reference and the other is the error in indicated specific force which

would result even if the two frames were perfectly aligned. Specifically,

each component is described by:

e(t) = eopt + Cmech + NBD (tp + t )
t

+ ADOA / a(7) dro

aI(t) - a(t) -- a b +Z_SF a(t) (thrustaxis)

a I(t) - a(t) = a b + ¢ a(t) ( cross axes)

where:

c (t) = angular misalignment of the two inertial coordinate frames

c opt = angular error introduced when optically _.ligning the ac-
celerometers with respect to the inertial reference frame

mech = angular error introduced by improper mechanical aligu-
'i

. ment of the accelerometers on the body

NBD = non-compensated bias drift of the appropriate gyro

t = time before t=0 the unit was aligned
, P

, . ADOA = acceleration sensitive drift about the output axis of the

appropriate gyro

aI (tJ = indicated acceleration

i..' ab = accelerometer bias ,,

ASF = accelerometer scale factor error

We can write the three dimensional error"model in a more convenient form

by assuming that the X body axis is along the thrust direction and by making

the following definitions:

= _-- L.' 3' DR'' _B ' _SF' 3' ADOA " :._..
'"' (=I _" ¢

MI = B, MADOA _ ..... ,

-_ ()5

i
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0 0 0 l

MAL = 0 0 a(t) MDR = (t + tp) MAL

0-a(t) 0

L0 0 010 0

t

MADOA = MAL It) _0 a It) dt

where:

7 AL -: _ vector of the sum of the values of _ opt and c mech
for each axis

7 DR = 3 vector consisting _f the NBD value for each axis

7 B = 3 vector consisting of the ab value for each axis

SF = 3 cector consisting of the ASF value for each axis

7ADOA = 3 vector consisting of the ADOA value for each axis

In these terms the error in indicated specific force is given by the

product _._the 3x15 rotation matrix M with the 15 vector _ :

e = Mr_

! It can be shown(8)that the 6x6 covariance matrix of position and

"i velocity estimation errors (P) for this case obeys the differential equation.

9, P = FP + PF T + MC T + CM T

•:' ' where M is X 6x15 matrix whose first 3 rows are zero and whose

last three rows contairl the elements of Mr The 6x15 correlation matrix C,
which arises because the inertial component errors at one time are cor-

related with themselves at other times _, obeys the differential equation:

=FC+Mr

where r = _. _T

. The 6x6 matrix F is the fundamental matrix of the linear pertur-
• : bation equation which describes,the position and velocity estimation errors.

The computation of this matrix is discussed in detail by Battin (4}. The

initial value of P is ,_et by'th¢#, uncertainties in position and velocity which ,,

exist in earth orbit just prio_._tQ_engine ignition. If one aesumes that the

_ _'_. initial state velar for .th_ection has _een supplie_t_solely fromgrotmd

tracking such that thWinitial error vector is uncorrelated with _MU errors,
, _,,_' . ,. J

*_ey have the form of a time varying bias; hence are a correlated or

-,, ,, colored driving.noise_. .-

: '" ,._:P " ,_)L"__;_o,_ "'. 1-6 • "_....

•"',' _? u " " _ ' ::' '"_ ' "_ "
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C is the null matrix initially.

Table 1.2-1 and figures 1.2-1 through 1.2-6 summarize the results

of a survey of the errors which result during an injection of a vehicle

characterized by:

Exhaust Velocity = 27,400 feet per second

Thrust = 600, 000 pounds

Initial Weight = 2,313,760 pounds

Mass Flow Rate = 705 pounds per second

The total velocity change was 19149 feet per second and the burn

time was 2302 seconds.

The position and velocity errors which result at any given time due

to any of the inertial component parameters are essentially a linear function

of that parameter. Table 1.2-1 presents the slopes of these straight lines

at the end of the burn for each of the error sources in the IMU model. This

same linear property applies to the trace of the initial covariance matrix.

"_ An initial isotropic RMS position error of 0. 04 miles combined with an

! initial isotropic RMSvelocity error of 0. t7 feet per second leads to an RMS

! position error of 0.18 miles and an RMS velocity error of 0. 59 feet per

i second at burnout with a perfect IMU. Ten times these initial values leads

! to an RMS error which is ten times larger; one tenth smaller initial con-
I ditions lead to one tenth smaller error at burnout. Figures 1.2-1 through

t I. 2-6 illustrate the growth curves of the RMS position and velocity errors

for each of the sources. Figure 1.2-7 presents the growth curves for the1
model injection under study.

The following is a best guess at the instrument performance that may

be anticipated in the mido1970 time frame.

Initial RMS Postion Error ffi 0.04 miles

Initial RMS Velocity Error = 0. 18 fps

Accelerometer Bias = 0.1 cm/sec 2

Accelerometer Scale Factor
Error = 50 ppm

NBD = I. 5 meru

Prealign T -ime = 1 hour

ADOA " ' = ,!"mera/g

Optical Misalignment = 60 arc seconds _

Mechanical M/salignment = 20 are seconds _ _

t .... ,
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Table 1.2-1

Sensitivity Coefficients at 2302 Seconds

POSITION ERROR VELOCITY ERROR
SOURCE SENSITMTY SENSITIVITY

Accelerometer Bias 31 miles/cm/sec 2 147 fps/cm/sec 2

Accelerometev Scale 0.0089 mfles/ppm 0. 045 fps/ppn
Factor Error

NBD 0.41 miles/meru 3. 8 fps/meru

NBD wRh 1 hour 1.94 miles/meru 14. 2 fps/meru
prealign time

ADOA 0. 14 miles/meru/g 1.38 fps/meru/g-!
t

:7,I
?• ..?
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Table 1.2-1 gives position and error sensitivity coefficients applicable to

the reference transplanetary injection.

1.2.2.2 Midcourse

A statistical error analysis of the midcourse phase of an interplane-

tary mission was performed in order to assess the accuracy requirements

which must be placed upon both the inertial equipment and the on-board op-

tical systems. To accomplish this objective a general computer program

was developed which could also perform a similar error analysis for both

the flyby and orbital cases. This section includes a detailed description of

the algorithms employed in this computer program, together with some

typical results for the midcourse leg of an interplanetary trip. Figure 1.2-8

gives a flow chart of the major elements of the error analysis program.

Central to the understanding of the error analysis computation pro-

cedure is the fact that the mission under consideration is divided into a num-

ber of decision points. The frequency, spacing, and total number of these

points is completely flexible and is specified at run time. At each point a

decision is made as to whether or not to make a velocity correction and

what measurement or measurements to take. If it is decided to implement

a measurement or a velocity correction at any point, this is done.

The error analysis procedure begins with an initial state vector*

and covariance matrix of position and velocity estimation errors. These

could be the end result of a transplanetary injection or might be the terminal

conditions from a previous error study of part of the same mission, alo

though the program is capable of processing an entire mission at once, in-

cluding changing gravitational centers. This latter restart capability has

proved useful in the analysis of flyby missions, i

These initial conditions are then extrapolated to the time of the first

decision point under a two-body approximation to the free-fall situation. The

state is extrapolated by solving Kepler's problem along the reference tra-

jectory between the initial time and the time of first decision point. Sim-

*The state normally is six dimensional, consisting of the position and vel-

ocity components of the spacecraft in an ectiptic uartesian ¢oordimL_ .....

system with center either at the sun or one of *he planets. An option,is in- _,

laUeluded to adjoin any p ct diameter to the state, bringing the possible

dimension to seven. _
_j

1 - _' ' -I"16

2
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Enter with Inlthd Cond|tionn frf)m End of TrsnsoPlanetary t_Jectl_n _r Prevloua Ru_

I Extrapllate State Vector and ]
StatistJra to New Decision Point

I l;stlmate Veloclty Correct|on

Estilt_nte UnK:ertainty in Velocity Correction i

Estimate Uncertainty in Velocity Correction [mplement.qtlon I

_ N

.; _ No

-'i I ,mplementVelorityCorrectlon 1

i
i

I _ J Incorporate Preselected

-1 Measurt.ment

or Me_sureme_

! •
'i I Find Meam/rement which Minimizes Selected Cciterina !

• ; Y¢_

I][uoorporlte Best Mel.u2_rn_nt .I

I .",',

: Fig. 1.3-8 Flow D_agram of General Error AnalyEts Program.

%

j _4

i
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ultaneously, a set of partial derivatives are computed which can be used

to generate the state transition matrix associated with the solution to the

linear perturbation equations between these two times. All this is done

using a solution to Keplerls problem developed by Battin (9) A simiiar

procedure has been published by Goodyear (10). The covariance matrix

is extrapolated according to the relationship:

P(t 1) -- O(tl, t o) P (t o) 0 T(tl°t O)

where t Ois the initial time, t 1 the time of the first decision point, and

• (t 1, t 0) is the state transistion matrix.

Once the state and statistics have been extrapolated to the decision

:_ point, the mean squared value of the velocity correction which would be

required at this time to cause the spacecraft to intersect the reference

trajectory at a preassigned destination point is computed. The mean

squared value of the error in the estimation of this velocity correction is

: also computed. Both computations are performed as outlined in reference 4.

The mean squared value of the error which might be expected in

'_ implementing the velocity correction at this time is then computed. This

error consists of two parts. One is the tailoff uncertainty involved in

shutting down the engine. This can be measured with the accelerometers
/i!

_ but cannot be predicted ahead of time. The second is the implementation

_: error caused by inertial component errors. In this statistical error analysis

•.-_i all directional information about the individual velocity corrections is lost

:_ because the noise sources and initial errors are assmned to have equal

probability of being in any direction. Consequently the only guidance

= ._ error sources of first order importance to the statistical analysis of those

_.-_-i_ phases of the mission where the assumption of impulsive velocity cor-

._i_:iJ rectionS' is reasonable; are those which affect the length of the velocity

"-"_"_"_ vector to first order. In terms of the model discussed in Volume IV,

:_'_:i _ :I Chapter 2 of this report,these are accelerometer bias and accelerometer

scale factor errors. The variance of the expected implementation error

i is thus computed in the following fashion.

-'--a, At 2ASF 2 AV 2'_ 2 • +v oo_i _ imp = + -I_2

,? ' ,, ,'

'_ 1.18
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where:

2
imp = variance of velocity correction implementation errors

ASF-_ = variance of accelerometer scale factor errors

AV_ -- mean squared value of the velocity correction

a b = variance of accelerometer bias errors

At = duration of the velocity correction impulse

Vco 2 -- mean squared value of the error attributable to thrust

tailoff uncertainties

Two ratios are now formed. The first is the ratio of the mean

squared uncertainty in estimation of the velocity correction to the mean

squared velocity corrcction. The second is the ratio of the variance of im-

plementation errors to the mean squared velocity correction. If both these

are less than separate input criteria and the velocity correction option is

active, the velocity correction is implemented.

In a statistical sense the velocity correction is implemented by

properly adjusting two covariance matrices. The first is the covariance

matrix of state estimation errors (P) and the second is the covariance

matrix of deviations from the reference trajectory (X). If we define:
!

! 2 ASF 2" AV 2 + ab2 At 2, ag =

i _ we have: -- -

• p = p +_--_ 00 2

_g 2

' U _g 2 :,

w 0 a

X'=X' +'I 0

' Uim p

2 -_., -
Wimp2 :.

almp

_ where the prime denotes the value of the matrix before the velocity cor o

recision. Notetbat the ability to measure the tailoff uncertainty causes less
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error to be introduced into the estimation of the deviation from the ref-

erence than into the actual deviation. The spherical distribution of the vel-

ocity error permits the use of the convenient diagonal form in the additive

terms.

Once the velocity correction decision has been made the program

continues to the questions of whether to make a measurement at this time

and what measurement to take. One of three options may be exercised at

this point. The first is to not make a measurement at all. In this case the

state and statistics are extrapolated to the next decision point and the entire

process repeated. This option has proved useful in simulating the non zero-g

environment of the North American-Rockwell spacecraft (1) For periods

of approximately two weeks while the spacecraft is spinning, it may not be

possible to make navigation sightings. The second option is to incorporate

a predetermined measurement or sequence of measurements. Once this is

completed the state and statistics are extrapolated along the reference tra-

jectory to the time of the next decision point. The third option is to enter the

measurement selection process, This will now be described.

Of prime importance in the selection of the individual measurements

is the criterion function used to select them. Four criteria were implemented

in this program; they are all to be minimized:

_' 1. the volume of the error ellipsoid,

:i 2. the trace of the covariance matrix of estimation errors,

_:_!:_ 3. the length of the longest eigen-vector of the covariance
:;_: matrix of estimation errors,

;_!_ 4. the mean squared position estimation error at a pre-

_ selected target point (usually the destination point).

_ Suggestions for more work in this area are included in Chapter 3 of this

_ volume.

_!_i The volume of the error ellipsoid of estimation errors was selected
%_ bec_se of the ease with which it can be computed, thus effecting a saving

_ in computer time. It can be shown (ll)that the ratio of the volume of the

covariance matrix after the measurement is incorporated to that before the

measurement for an optimal linear filter is:

¢2
Volume After meas

i

-hT 2
i' • ': Volume Before .-. P h + a meas

o • '"
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where:

2
ameas -- variance of noise on the measurement

h -- geometry vector which couples the measurement to

the state vector
!

P = covariance matrix of estimation errors before

measurement incorporation

To avoid reducing the volume by shrinking an already small error,

a check is made in the direction of each coordinate axis to determine if the

error in one or more of these directions is much smaller than the others.

If this occurs, these dimensions are eliminated from the measurement

selection process. A better way to perform this check would be to do it in

i principleaxes. This was not done because the time saving advantage of
thiscriterionwould be lostin computation ofthe rotationmatrix.

, In principalaxes the covariance matrix is diagonalwith itseigen-

values displayedalong thisdiagonal. Using thisfacttogether with the

followingcompact form of the covariance matrix update equation:

P I P'_h _hTp'_h, 2 hT p,= - o'meas

1 one can show that the error in the direction of the largest eigenvector!

', of P is minimized by maximizing:

2

ki hiTh P'h +
2

ameas
l

where:

;ti = largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix

hi = component ofh in the direction of largest eigenvector
!

P = covariance matrix before measurement incorporation

The largest eigenvalue may be found without computing the others by

using a Bernoulli iteration to factor the characteristic polynomial of the

matrix.
I

The procedure used to compute the mean squared position error at

a preselected target point is to extrapolate the covariance matrix which

results after incorporating a trial measurement forward to the time at which

the ,vehicle will arrive at this target point on the reference trajectory. The

• ,( _

4#

1-21
J, f# _- .

// +
" "'" ",'i)" '" <_ _', __

v -,• -_ ij
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best measurement is that which minimizes the trace of the upper left 3x3

matrix of the resulting extrapolated covariance matrix. The procedure

for obtaining this 3x3 matrix without computing the full 6x6 state transition

matrix is outlined in detai._ in reference 4.

One of the above criteria is selected in any given computer run to

select measurements. The measurements are chosen from one of the

following six types:

1. Planet diameter

2. Planet-star (planet ceuter to star)

3. Star occultation

4. Star-elevation (planet limb to star)

5. Sun-star

6. Unknown landmark

The possibility of using sun-planet measurements was eliminated

because of the large uncertainty involved in defining the limb of both the

sun and the planets. The first eight planets of the solar system and the

37 Apollo navigational stars (12) can be used for planets and stars. Planet

position and velocity information is generated using a Fourier-Bessel series

expansion of the planetary orbits (4).

A number of constraints are used to eliminate measurements which

should be rejected for physical reasons. These include:

1. Two lines of sight farther apart than the optical in-
!
_: strument can permit.

2. Line of sight to a star too close to the line of sight to the sun.

3. Star behind the planet.

: 4. Line of sight to a star too close to the line of sight to

the planet limb.

5. Line of sight to a planet edge too close to the line of

::1 sight to the sun. (Not made if the spacecraft is in the

planet shadow).

o_i 6. Planet or star behind the sun.

7. Lines 0f sight to dark edges of planets are rejected in

those cases where infrared equipment is not assumed.

Additional constraints for the cases of stgr occultation and _oV_n land- !.

mark are discussed in Volume HI of this report. '_

: The error associated with making each type of measurement is _.

_q modeled as an appropr_, re,, combination of the basic instrument pointing error

L_
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and the uncertainty involved in defining a planet limb. Different numerical

values are used for each planet and for the dark and light edge sightings.

A thorough discussion of these models and the choice of numerical values

is presented in Volume Ill of this report. A summary of the error model

for each measurement type is tabulated below:

2 2 2
Planet Diameter a meas -- a A + _B

2 2

Planet-Star 2 _A aB
ameas = ' 2 2

_A + _B

a 2
Star Occultation meas .-- light edge phenomenon uncertainty

Star Elevation meas = aA

,!
2a 2

" Sun - Star meas -" CA
2

a2
Unknown Landmark meas = predetermined fixed value

, In these, _A2 and a 2 are associated with the two different lines of

sight to the near body involved in the measurement. They are the sum of the

instrument error variance and the appropriate (light or dark edge) phenom-

enon uncertainty for that near body:

2 2 '2 2
_A, a B = _'inst + aphen

Once the best measurement is found, it is incorporated if it gives a

sufficient reductior, in the selection criterion. Once the required number of

, measurements for this decision point have been selected and incorporated,

, the state and statistics are extrapolated to the time of the next decision point

•:. and the entire process is repeated. _i_
• II

The error studies which have been conducte¢ "_ ,"date of this

"I / " /writing are based upon two missions. These are a_ _ars twiltsht

flyby and a 1977 triple planet flyby. Both are descri_ _ references 1 and

3. Many parametric surveys were made. A sample of the results obtained i_i,

for the midcourse legs will now be presented here. More results may be i/

found in Volume HI _)f this report. _, " ,_

Figures 1.2-9 to I_2-I1 deal with the first leg ofthe 1979 Mars ' " _
t_

twi_, ght mission. F_re 1.2-9 displays the sensitivity of RMS position

=

-- i, _J

,... , i1,"_
i
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errors at a target point 166,000 miles from the center of Mars te sextant

pointing errors. These results were computed using the terminal RMS

position error as the measurement selection criterion. Figure 1.2-10 is

a presentation of the associated RMS velocity estimation error for the same

leg. Figure 1.2-11 illustrates the time history of these position estimation

errors. This f_gure displays the RMS terminal position estimation error

which would result if all action were ceased at the time of the data point.

A 3 arc second sextant was used in this case. Figures 1.2-12 and 1.2-13

are for the first leg of the 1977 triple planet flyby. They correspond to

Figures I .2-9and 1.2-10.

Together these five figures display two items of general interest. The

first is that the errors which result at the end of an interplanetary leg are

quite sensitive to sextant accuracy. The second, which is illustrated by

Figure 1.2-11, is that the periods near the departure and destination planets

are the regions of highest information rate. This is because strong measure-

nAents are being taken using the near planets in these regions.

The terminal errors for these interplanetary legs are essentially

independent of the various phenomenon errors. The reason for this is that

at large ranges the additional angular uncertainty due to inability to clearly

define a planet limb is insignificant compared to the sextant pointing error.

Sextant inaccuracies dominate the errors during interplanetary legs.

Several runs were made to compare the various criteria for select-

ing measurements. All but minimizing the error in the direction of the

"i I largest eigenvector were run. The IBM 360-75 computation time required
,_ for each of the other three for a 173 decision point trip from Earth to Mars

i was as follows:

ii Vo!ume Criterion = 1.745 minutes

Trace Criterion = 2.637 minutes

Terminal Error Criterion _ 2.916 minutes

which indicates that the volume criterion, as expected, is noticeably faster '

• than the others. Unfortunately, the principal axes of the covariance matrix _l.
do not rotate fast enough during this phase to enable the dimension reduction

algorithm to prevent reduction of the volume by reducing an already small

uncertainty. The trace and terminal position error costs give almost the

same terminal position error; the velocity error is smaller, however, when

the terminal evror costisus_.d.

,,',,. Figures 1.2-14 and 1.2-15 deal with the first leg of,the 1979 Mars

twilight flyby. They demon_strate that the _p_ition and velocity estimation

_% :, _ ,_ _ ,o o

i
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errors are insensitive to choice of the velocity correction decision ratios.

The number of velocity corrections, however, do increase as these ratios_

increase. The curves are flat because the driving noise is small; the hum -_

ber of velocity corrections increase because the estimation does not have to

be of such good quality before the decision is made to implement a velocity

correction.

The terminal errors are also insensitive to whether or not infrared

equipment is available during the interplanetary legs. The reason for this

is again the great ranges to the planets. At these ranges the angular dif-

ference between two planet edges (one dark, one light) is so small as to be

insignificant.

The only measurements which are ever selected during the mid-

course period are planet-star measurements. Planet-star and star-elevation

measurements give information in essentially the same direction at great

ranges. Since a planet-star measurement basically consists of two star-

ele_ ation measurements it has a smaller measurement uncertainty accord-

ing to the error models described in Volume ILl of this report. Inasmuch

as the irL_ormation for these two are in the same direction, the routine

always chooses the better quality measurement. Sun-star measurements

are never chosen due to the large phenomenon error involved in looking at

the sun.

A final comment on the midcourse legs is that situations can arise

where the onboard navigation equipment cannot use the nearest planet for in-
formation. These occur when the sun, planet and spacecraft are almost

J

,'i colinear, with the spacecraft farthest from the sun. If the spacecraft is

i outside the planet shadow, looking at an edge of this planet also means

looking at the sun, thus the near planet cannot be considered available for i:
i use. Such a configuration arises on the Mare to Earth leg of the 1979 Marsflyby after leaving Mars, and again with Earth before arrival.

_! 1.2.2.3 Planetary Flyby
r#

•! The error analysis of the planetary flyby situation was performed

; using the same computer program that was described in the previous section.
V'

_ Some typical results from the near planet sectors of the 1977 triple pl_et ._

; flyby and the 1979 Mars twilight flyby are presented in this section. Ad-

ditional results for the_e phases may be found in Volume HI of this report.

_-'_; Figures 1.2-16 and 1.2-17 summarize somekey result_s'for the

_! hyperb01ic flyby of Mars in the 1979 Mars twilight mission. Figures 1.2-18

• ,k
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and 1.2-19 present similar results for the first Venus passage on the 1977

triple planet flyby. In both sets of runs the measurement selection criterion

was the RMS position error at the outbound intersection with the sphere of

influence. Smaller position errors at pericenter passage could have been

obtained if the target point were chosen as the perihelion point.

One key result illustrated by these figures is the fact that the

slope of the error versus sextant accuracy curves is not as large as in the

midcourse phase. Coupling this with a marked increase in the sensitivity

of the errors to phenomenon uncertainty, one can conclude that inability

to clearly define a planet limb become relatively more important as the

spacecraft gets closer to the planet. This is because the angular uncer o

tatnty introduced by the phenomenon error increases as range decreases

while the sextant pointing error remains fixed.

Another characteristic illustrated by these figures is the fact that

changing the measurement frequency can effect as much or more reduction

in error as a better sextant or better knowledge of phenomena uncertainty.

In these runs the nominal schedule was three measurements per hour

_+ everywhere except one hour each side of pericenter passage where the

frequency was increased to ten per hour. The high frequency schedule

' : used 30 measurements per hour in the center two hours and the low fre-

;: quency schedule used three measurements per hour throughout. * It is
•:e

ii felt that the high frequency schedule is at, or even slightly beyond, what

:, can be obtained without vlolating the assumption that the measurements are
'+,"i
:+ independent. If this should prove to be a serious problem it can be dealt
'/
, with analytically by using an optimal linear filter designed to work with

i?! additive colored noise on the measurements (13' 14).

• ; Another interesting result revealed by those graphs is the inter°

• ; pretation of the no infrared points on all the plots and the small phenomena

_ i uncertainty points in the Venus flyby case. One would intuitively expect that

_: smaller phenomena uneertaintie s would lead to smaller errors and that

F: inability to use a particular instrument (infrared) would lead to lartger errors.

The reverse occurred for the data points mentioned. This is primarily a

consequence of the _)¢t that the selection criterion is minimizing RMS pos- i:

ition errors at the sphere of influence- not the point of pericente_ passage. _1

:" *Note that even with the low f'_uency schedule an automagc system would _,

_/_ be useful. With the high frequency Schedules it is probably a oecessity. "_

• " _ *:_ " (,V • t'

t! c, s /

+ i+ , + +•, _ (1/--- 3

,, :i 1-36 ,,

,, l"z_. t,, _,,_ ,_ ,_"_'- .. i " 1/ <, ,, i')/ " +-
,} +,,. ..+ ... ..... +,
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The change to smaller phenomenon uncertainty and/or to no infrared caused

this objective to be achieved with a different sequence of measurements. The

point of pericenter passage, which is an intermediate point, can bare dif-

ferent RMS position errors in different cases partly because of the different

paths to the final objective.

Two more results support this hypothesis. The first is presented

in Figures 1.2-20 to 1.2-23. These figures correspond to Figures 1.2-16

to 1.2-19 except that they present the errors at the intersection with the

_phere of influence. Note that all data points fall in the locations one would

intuitively expect them to. The second additional result is illustrated in

Figure 1.2-24. This graph is a plot of the following quantity versus the

decision po: number for the Mars flyby:

Total cost reduction without ii_frared
_rotsl cost reducfion with infrared

°. Note that the difference in measurement schedule at first favors the infrared

case but by the time of pericenter passage (the last data point) the reverse is

true. Although this was caused primarily because the selection criterion

minimized the error at a time much later than at perihelion, it does infer

that a noticeable reduction in error might be achieved by optimizing the over °

all measurement schedule instead of individual measurements as ha_ been

done here.
_J

• i Several runs were made to explore the relative merits of the various
(i

,:_ : measurement selection criteria. The relative terminal error behavior be-

" tween the trace and terminal error costs was the same as in the interplane-

_t tary case - they both yield approximately the same results. The volume cost

in this case also gave approximately the same errors. Figure 1.2-25

:I illustrates the time history of the reduction of terminal e_'rors with the

volume cost and_high f_quency schedule. On the inbound leg of the hyper-

bola (the initial fiat sectionof the curve)it does not take measurer.Aents in
k_

J

directions which reduce the terminal position errors. Near pericenter _ ,

"_ passage (the steep sloped secflon:_t the center) when'the error ellipsoid ;

'" rotates most rapidly it quickly ,_educes the terminal error,. This reduction

rate then begins to level off aliltn ad_the spacecraft flys out toward the
i sphere of influence. _ j_, ....

As a fina_ _bserv,a+tiOn for this set of data, note the data point for n_'- "

infrared inFLgures I. 2-20 and I. 2-21. This large error"at lntersection_v_th _.,

the sp_e_ of, influe_eis• a cor_equ'ence_ of the fs/_t, that shortly after leaving, ,, _...
. "_ dJ peric_nter,, on this Mara_ Flyby the space'craft enters a_,ition where 0nly the ,_

. ']7_.; . .... ' i,

, ,L<.1.. , dark side of the plam_<-mi_v_l_=dtlteCib_dT_../WiihfmltAnll_ared,eq_tpment,,ttooh- i', °
_ .... so o arm can • made ;' <.b

'-_ " _ -', - 'b <'<>3"_,"

<, 0 ',0_. _; <' ," .
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1.2.2.4 Earth Atmospheric Entry

An analysis was performed to determine the contribution of individual

inertial subsystem errors and initial condition deviations to entry guidance

system position and velocity errors. This analysis was performed in two

phases : 1) the generation of an entry reference trajectory and, 2) the prop-

agation of errors along this reference trajectory. The reference trajectory

was generated using an entry steering scheme which is essentially the same

as that used for Apoilo Earth atmospheric entry. (15) The only modification

to this scheme is that the constant drag phase was modified to decrease the

g-load on the crew by decreasing the reference drag with velocity. The

position, velocity, acceleration, and spacecraft orientation time histories

which characterize this reference trajectory were then used as input to a

I computer program which employed them in the differential equations which, describe the position an_ velocity errors: These differential equations were

numerically integrated to give the desired sensitivities.

The data to be presented in this section was generated using a

reference trajectory and vehicle with the following characteristics:
i

'I Initial Velocity = 50,000 feet per second
l

Entry Angle (7) = -7 degrees

Lift to Drag Ratio (L/D) ffi 0.5

Deceleration Parameter
= .75

(W/CdA)

Range = 2,500 nautical miles

See Figure 1.2-26 for an illustration of this trajectory

The entry solutlon at planetary return velocities was bas6_ upon the

assumption that an Apollo-type earth entry module and heat shield could

cope with return veloclties up to 55,000 R/see. (I, 2) Thls type of entry
iI

body has typical L/D ratios of 0.5 or less, thus immediately presenting

a guidance problem. Reference to Figure 1.2-27 shows that the equilibrium !I

'I', load factors experienced by this type of bodyat a return velocity of [i

;' 50,000 ft/sec can reauh as much as 9 g's for L/D = 0.30. Human exposure i!

to t_s g level is allowable only for a few minutes. In Figure 1.2-28 there [!

is graphically displayed the narrowing tolerance allowable on th6' entry az_gle _l

as entry velocities,increase. This to,leranee is bounded on the lower side by

entries so shallow that nmximumdow ft fails to result in capture and on the i

'ii!, , upper side by entries so steep that perz_sable g loads are exceeded. The "

1"45 ,I .. , _ .,_

i
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reference trajectory employed here used the entry maneuver depicted in

Figure 1.2-26 together with selected initial conditions and inertial component

errors. The end result of the propagation of these quantities through the

entry maneuver consists of position and velocity uncertainties at final

parachute deployment (24° 000 feet).

RMS Position Uncertainty: 1,000 ft

RMS Entry Velocity = 1 ft/sec

RMS Entry Angle Uncertainty ffi .01 °

The state vector uncertainties at the beginning of entry at 400,000 ,eet are

basic to guidance requirements for entry. This contract effort has not

generated final answers in this area ( see Discussion of Further Work in

, Section 3.2 .I ).

The results of the Entry Study are presented in the form of error

sensitivity coefficients for those error sources which had a dominant effect

on position error at the end of the maneuver. The end o! the maneuver was

defined as chute deployment at approximately 25° 000 feet of altitude.

The accelerometer errors did not have a strong impact on terminal

errors:

5.0 Feet Range or Track Error per Micro-g of accelerometer bias.

8 Feet of track error and 2 feet of range error for each part per

•; million of scale factor error.

Errors in initial n_sallgnment of the inertial subsystem produced the

following effects in coefficient form:

30 Feet of Range and 50 to 80 Feet of Track Error for every second

;_ of arc misalignment.

A dominant effect on final erx.ors was found to come from gyro drift

_ between the allgnment process and the beginning of the eniry man,_uver.

This pre-ali_u_ent time {tp) was evaluated at zero and I hour:
" ,,7':',. :'

t = 0 , = I Hour ), ,,

Track Error in feet perunlt " 150 ' _ ', :: 45,10,j ,,

," meru of gyro drift rate:, -

Range Error is_ feet per ' . '.... '
" _ . i '/' 300 ,," 2000meru of ff3"ro drift rate. ', ,., " :' ," ;'

uO /1 i! ,_, (/ ,., I_

,'.', ,, •,ff .... //

" .I'49 :, ":, " C"__ .

,//. .,'" ,,, .. ........ ',:::..- ,,
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Acceleration sensitive drift terms in the gyros also have a significant

effect on the Uncertainty in final position:

Range 300 feet per meru/g

Track 80 feet per meru/g

1.2.3 Summary of Requirements

The following requirements represent a) conclusions reached from

the brief studies described in Section 1.2.2 and, b) qualitative reactions to

the two mission studies set forth in References 1 and 2. These : .quirements

are necessarily of a tentative nature only, both due to the short term of the

study contract and to the lack of mission definition.

1 ._, ,.3.1 Navigation Requirements

(_-board navigation is required to supplement state vector information

supplied by the Deep Space Network. T,_ls is especially true as target planets

are approached, where the data is needed in a reference frame centered on

the target pianet. N_ vigation is recommended using a sextant-type instru-

'_,_ merit and recurs_ve filtering techniques in conjunction with an on-board dig-

ital computer, f,,_lexibllity in measurement types t_ recommended from

among the follow._ng:

Planet Diameter

•I Sun-Planet Angle

i Planet-Star Angle

_ Star Occultation
•_" .i Star Elevation Angle

'-'i! Sun-Star Angle
_' :I, Unknown Landmark / !'_

4 i,
• _ [,: _ S_veral of these measurements can be accomplished by the same

i/I instrument desl_m. An 19'sensor enables measurements to continue while

'__- ....... passing •close to' the da_k side of a planet ........

// _ ., Accuracy, requirement studies indieaie, that '_n instrument improvement _

in accuracy fr 10_arc secondsl,to I arc second for told-course, navigation .......()
,. See  ctlon l elds. equivalent position and velocity uncertainty ' .',

4

//: improve_ments from 6:1 to 8:1. _g actua!' planet _memmters'of flyby6 .... _

._ ,., , (see Secti0n 1.2.2.3) the eheflts_obtained in g6_g fz_m a I O arc s_cond . ,,, '- ',_
to'a I arc secondinst_anent can be ded ': "_' •

•_:_, by a higher fro- _

"_ - '_ quet_cy sight!, _ schedule if the in st_ment is automated or by Substantial_lm- "- ,, ., _

"_'_, ,_,, /_ provements in navig&tl0nPlien0mena _meertatnty resulting from maid ;;_-;,, ' "

"" ' _ _' "i "
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1.2.3.2 Guidance Requirements

A guidance study of a representative transplanetary injection (See

Section ! .2.2.1) demonstrated that an array of inertial subsystem uncer-

tainties now considered as reasonable development goals would provide

terminal uncertainties of no larger than 5 miles and 30 feet per second at the

end of the burn. The case studied had an exceptionally long burn time.

Shorter burn times will yield smv Her errors than these. During the mid-

course phase velocity corrections are small, and the guidance function is

non-critical assuming that the velocity correction is implemented at a

g-level resulting in engine firing times in the order of seconds.

The terminal phase of a return-to-earth orbit and the atmospheric

entry maneuver were not given the thorough study they deserve. The same

nominal inertial error coefficients operating on a reference entry trajectory

did not generate unacceptable errors in the entry footprint. However, this

phase is critically influenced by uncertainty in entry angle. Studies of flight

path angle, 7, uncertainty have not been made, and the ability to make a

late v._lodty correction to bring 7 uncertainties within narrow bounds is a
must.

_1 Guidance system performance is degraded by inertial drift of the

. ! inertial reference frame alignment during the 1 hour before engine turn-on.

i With an automatic tracking head on the sextant instrument, inertial reference
'_ i i_ alignment could be updated continuously during transplanetary injection andthe build-up of error to the start of atmospheric entry could be eliminated.

/ Therefore an automatic capability in the radiation sensor system is rec-

''i'J ommended.

1.2.3.3 Critical Control Problems

During the course of this study contract, little effort was spent on

control problems because these are defined by constraints which were not

availabie. Certain problems were antic/pated as being worthy of future
study, hoWever. _'

The multl-m/llion pound interplsnetary vehicles proposed for earth

orbit assembly will be dlfflcult to control during trsnsp_uetary injection.

This is due to the combined influence of fuel slo_h of _:_h_11ion':Y//'poimds of _-.

fuel and the elastic flextwe of long and elende_'_ "_ehic_//assemblies. During
this injection period, a large fraction of the v_cle fllass will be expended.

To a control system analyst this vehiele will appear as a significantly time- ,_!I -

)

i
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varying, high-order plant. To make matters even more difficult it is quite

likely that the key parameters of bending and slosh will be poorly specified,

adding additional uncertainty to an already comples system model. Care-

ful design of autop_ots and guidance steering laws will be a necessity here.

There will be a specification on vehicle attitude control both tor

thermal balance and communications antenna dish orientation. Possible

accuracy requirements here will have to be weighed against minimization

of maneuver fuel consumption.

It is anticipated that re-entry control for future manned missions

will involve the same rolling modulation d the lift vector as was designed

for the Apollo mission. This is not presently a control problem.

1.2.3.4 Reliability Problems

An e'_luation of some mission timelines in early studies indicates

that for the inertial subsystem, "ON" time could wen be limited to one-

hundred (100) hours with 16,000 hours in "Standby" or "OFF". If the

"standby" mode is defined with gyro wheel power off, then the "ON" time

for wheels is not greater than for Apollo. However, it is highly improbable

that final mission timelines will limit inertial subsystem operating time to

100 hours. Experience has shown that the tests, operational checkouts,

and mission tasks will cause this figure to increase drastically,
i

,I The standby power situation is drastically different from Apollo,

however, in that the estimate of 16,000 hours in standby puts the spo "ight

-il on standby power supplies and temperature controls as hlghiy susceptible

to failure. Design effort must be expended on these elements or else a

_ reliable "cold wheel turn-on" must be developed. Doing away with "Standby"

; in this manner would have a real minimizing effect on long-duratlon power

:_. consumption and on the inertial subsystem reliability figure.

Y', Even this step, however, does not ellmlnate a serious reliability

_ problem which characterizes advanced manned missions. This pr_lem is

_i the question of shelf-life. The shelf-life performance of the £_lertial sub-

_ system hardware will be the subject of acute interest. A related question is

;, the influence on shelf-llfeof periodic turn-ons and turn-offs for checkout or

operational purposes.

?._ The ultimate objective is to attain a very high probability that when

•: the inertial subsystem is needed during the mission that it will work with the _

_ , design specification requirements. With this in mind, a d_sign cgncept .

_:_ evolves using multiple inertial sensors for redundance, a stral_gwn eon-

"x-< , r
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figuration for maintvinsbility, and a long-duration "standby" concept which

doesnWt act so as to reduce reliability.

The Comruter Subsystem is central and basic not only to the control,

gui- _nce, and navigation system but to related spacecraft and mission sys-

tems as well. Accordingly, this on-board computer subsystem will have

longer on-times when it is performing mission support functions than other

parts of the CG&N system. The concept of "Graceful Degradation" following

partial failures in the comp:_ter is the basis behind the multiprocessor struc-

ture (15) explained in Volume II whereby the computer subsystem is able to

recognize a partial failure and continue to perform its operational functions

though at a reduced rate and capacity. Only through such a fundamental con

cept as this, combined with quality assurance and maintainability design of

a high order, can the computer subsystem approach the required values of

MTBF for Advanced Manned Missions.

The design of radiationsensor subsvr,'_ms (SeeVolume IH) involves

some serious compromises in the area o!rc_.'.abilityand maintainabilityversus

performance, flexibility,and versatility,A simple, one-power telescope

with a fixed orientation through the walls of the mission modules could be ',

shown to have a very high MTBF.

Measurement of navigational angles would then involve spacecraft i

rotations and astronaut timing. Such a ('._vice would not be accurate,

would place great demands on attitude maneuvering capability and fuel supply,

and would require the full, undivided attentio_ of the a,_tronaut. At the other

end of the spectrum, one can adopt the concept of a multiple-degree-of

freedom instrument with electro-optical sensors, automatic capability,

and astronaut monitoring participation. With the mounting of more than one

instrument outside the vehicle, the advantages of multiple alghtings, no

spacecraft maneuvering, and redundancy can be cited. However, this high

degree of sophisticated equipment can be predicted to have a much lower

reliability. In addition, this type of instrument does not easily lend itself

to maintenance and repair in space because of its external mounting andbecause of its .,tccurate assembly. For Radiation Subsystems, the reliability

problem is a very serious challenge indeed. Further work in this area wiI1 ",.':

have to devote primary attention to achieving a good balance between de- ,

tsirable instrument capabilities and acceptable reliability.

In summary, the reliabilityproblems which are raised by long-

duration advanced manned missiens are very serious. The present contract

has only begun to come to grips with these problems. ,_i!_ ,. : .

_p

1-53 _ " _' ..
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2. DESIGN STUDIES AND DEVELOPMENTAL HARDWAI_

2.1 General Considerations

The objective of the design studies has been to explore the design of the

guidance and control system embracing the widest range of the requirements estab-

lished in Section I. It should be appreciated that this wide coverage of requirements

may be at variance with the desire for the ultimate in simplicity. A priori, sim-

plicity can be considered to favorably influence reliability. I_wever, it has been

the history of the space program that very complex spacecraft have conducted

sophisticated missions with a high degree of success.

In designing the radiation sensor and inertial subsystems, great attention has

been paid to obtaining the required performance over a wide range of spacecraft

orierltation and rates. Similarly for the computer and displays, greatest con-

sideration has been given to ease of programming and operation. Versatility of

the system is required for automatic operation plus the ability for control both

locally and remotely. Remote operation either by GSE or by the uplink/downlink

telemetry system will be required in the checkout phases. Where the spacecraft is

assembled in Earth orbit, remote control during assembly may be required, and

checkout in orbit will be a requirement.

Some developmental hardware has been built (within the schedule and budgetary

limitations of this contract) where the design studies have demonstrated the need to

advance the state-of-the-art in a particular area. When such requirements have

appeared, the need for developmental hardware has been judged against three

criteria before proceeding or continuing the work. Firstly, the novelty of the design

was considered where work was needed on materials and techniques. Secondly, the

lead time of the item was considered because long lead items require earlier corn o

pletion of firm designs, Thirdly, the impact of the design on the overall system

configuration was a criterion, where failure to adopt the technique would prevent

system interfacing.

2.2., Systems Integration

The design model for the Control, Guidance. and Navigation System is based

on the on-board guidance and I_.vigation philosophy ineozlx_rated into the l_I'I'

Apollo GNCS design. Changes are made to improve performance and reliability,

and to reduce interaction with external disturbances. Moreover, changes are also

made to m_.ble ease of operation in plQ_ing, .tekting, and flight ptlases of missions.

In particular, changes have been made in the computer subsystem to flt_rease the

speed and logical p0wer. These computer changes give the design margins required
o

_, Ll'

,_ ¼' ,

t"

•_,_,._.__,' , 2"..1 o ..

i
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to allow the use of automated software generation techniques. This trend towards

increased automation extends to the operation of the other subsystems also.

In the following paragraphs the operation of the various parts of a repres-

entative system and the system consideration affecting their design will be described

in brief.

2.2.1 Design Model

The component subsystems of the design model are illustrated diagramaticaLly

in figure 2.2-1. In the control function of the system, information on vehicle at-

titude and acceleration are fed from the inertial system to the computer. The com-

puter compares these inertial inputs with the control requirements and makes appro-

.. pri_te commands to the vehiclets propulsion, attitude control thruster, and angular

momentum control systems. Control requirements may be internally generated under

autonomous program (either in unmanned mission or in automatically sequenced

mission phases) or may be directly fed into the computer by the operator through

the display and controls. The requirement for control and the means of control

: vary for different mission events. Orbital velocity corrections are made by con-
t

trolling propulsive thrust direction and magnitude by feedback from the inertial ac-

:i celerometers, stability enhancement will probably be made by use of vehicle at-
ii titude, and possibly thrust direction with respect to the vehicte. Vehicle attitude

_, changes are made by computing the optimum angular mome' ..m changes to apply

: *."_ to the vehicle to bring about a timely maneuver with the minimum use of re-
!.
!_ sources. Precision attitude hold may be a requirement for scientific experiments

• • _:_ and communications, where the inertial attitude information may be enhanced by in-

_I puts from the radiation sensors. Initial alignment of the :inertial attitude is an

..... important use of the radiation sensors. Alignment is made by identifying bright
:i sources and establishing their direction. Planets and stars will be used, but the

,L _ : _ use of the sun may require the use of a special sensor, which in certain vehicle

': ! :_ designs requires siting on the opposite side from the main radiation sensing subsystem. p

The navigation function of the system consist of maintaining within the _:

-! ._ computer a knowledge of the vehicle state vector (position and velocity), and i,

• " ; ,'/':''_, estimates of the state errors and their correlation. Updates of this state vector

,i may be made from both external and on-board navigation. • On-board navigation

is carried out by the precision measurement of subtended angles by the use of the !_
sextant in the radiation sensor package. The primary mode of mid-course navigation :I

is star-planet measurements, although other modes may be used at times when the :..

orbit lies close to a planet or satellite. 5: --

• _::j The guidance ':function of the system lies entirely Within the 'compoter, inso- ._ .i!_,

• • far as guidance consists of interpreting the navigation state and controlling the vehicle

Pv
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to produce a new desired navigation state. In the broader sense, guidance can

cover the use of the complete system to enable the vehicle to conduct the required

mission. In future missions, the limited resources of consumables on-board the

vehicle make the reliability of the guidance equipment criticalto mission success.

: Communications with the system are essential at all phases of system

design and testing, vehicle checkout and missions. For long missions, easily

assimilable displays and easily operable controls are required for the astronaut.

External connection for control, monitoring and testing is required. External

navigation information is processed via this channel, but the bulk of information is

probably on the system condition itself, The reduction of this data to reasonable

bandwidth itself represents a significant new task for the computer.

2.2.2 System Parameters

:_ Control, Guidance, and Navigation System physical parameters have been

• : obtained by extrapolation of Apollo experience, data from developmental hardware,

and judgement of the impact of new techniques. The design model itself has certain

° variable parameters in terms of size. On some missions a degree of sensor re-

dundancy might be required and the size of the computer varies with the requirements

:- for processors and memories. Because of these considerations, the estimates for

_ power, weight, and volume are based on the concept of a simplex system, which

::, will perforrr, the re_lired functions in principle.

_ The weight estimates for various parts of the system are shown in figure

_+ 2.2.-2. It is significant that with the trend to integrated circuits and compact inter-
_;,<' connection techniques, the principal heavy items are those continuing mechanical

- _.y:

....... devices. These estimates do not include figures for heat exchanges or intercon-

;.,i,: nection. Electrical interconnection weight penalty should be light due to the increased

_ :=_ "_ use of time division multiplex, particularly in the monitoring of analog signals.

:_:; • Reliability figures are merely attempts at intelligent guesses based on
_._,. _ ]1
_6.+_ Apollo figures modified by c'-angeS in types of component and complexity. At this ,, j,,

: _+++:i stage it would seem that ultra-high reliability mightbest be obtained by a combin- ,/J

_'i ,':,, ation of in-flight repair and re undancy. In order,to guess at the degree of i: v,

++?_;.... repairability or redundancy reliability figures need only be known to an _r of _,

magnitude. Illustrations of thiswill be given below. ._'?6" ,,, _.

One of the requirements r'ginally envisaged for control, guidance,,, and hav-

. • igation of advanced manned missions is a Probability of subsystem success for a _
._,_ two hour critical mission period.of 0. 999, 999, this corresponds to a failur'b rate of •

+;;_..+:. 0. 5 failures per million hours. With current techniques the achievement of such a ',

+-++.;'._-+ low failure rate is not anticipated"for complex el+ctronic eq_uit_ment. The table ++
+_+/""_+' ........ I+_,,+S¢'+,++++ '+ ' + ' '-' '
+, +_,.. - ++, .... +. ++-

+ ++".°' + - '_+ ++ i',

+ ++.+,+ + ++.... +,, ,, +
], " 2-4 . ,..+. _.+-

- +'+".+ _'( _:+ + ..... . ....

<):i
• _

i
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shows how this requirement is reduced by the employment of redundancy and in-

flight repair. Experience with Apollo has demonstrated that fault identification of

macroscopic guidance equipment can be based on reasonableness checks, thus the

use of level-two redundancy is feasible. Figure 2.2-3 demonstrates that, with the use

of redundancy and in-flight repair, practical failure rates can be tolerated. The

failure rate estimates of the previous table lie within these levels, hence, their

order of magnitude is tolerable.

Fig. 2.2-3 Required Unit Reliability Using Kedundancy

LEVEL OF REDUNDANCY 1 2 3

FAILURES_HOUR <5 x 10-7 <7 x 10 -4 <8 x 10"3'
Without Repair For 2 Hours

Without Repair For 100 Hours < 10-8 _ 10 -4 _ 2 x 10"3

Without Repair For 20, 000 Hours _ 5 x 10"li < 7 x 10-6 < 4 X 10-.4

In practice redundancy may be obtained by techniques other than simple

duplication. Sensors may be arranged so that algebraically speaking there are more

equations (sensor outputs) than unknowns (independant sensed parameters). Logical

operations can be split among several separate logical centers with one or more

8pares. Integrity of digital memory can be preserved by the use of error checking

and correction codes. In these ways the overhead of redundancy may be reduced,

however, the matrix of alternatives becomes both difficult to analyze and hard to

present.

_o_ 2.2.3 .,S°ftware, Systems

!, The design model for software systems is aimed at easing the producibility
of mission computer programs. To this end a much greater investment in support

:'_ Software K,"required than has been traditional. The primary requirement on soft- _,.,"3 . . '

_ ware is to preserve the error detecting and correcting features of the multiprocessor _

_:i computer. In order that the task 01_,segmenting: programs into jobs that can be re-

4/ run under error conditions, t_ _of_are system incorporates a compiler structure

_,! so that the programmer will not be aware of this job segmentation .... //

Another consideration in the producibility ofprograms is in assuring t_t " .-

_ they reflect the intent of the programmer. In the pa_t much relian/_e has bee_ _placed

_ in complex simulation as a tool for checkout. However, the limitation of simulation ._

is the inability to reproduce all the mY:riad permutations of inpUts an_ _timing nec- :

essary to give complete assurance of correct program operation. While simulation

::__ is important to observe the realtime performance of toner01 system, a more direct

_ system of program analystq, As destr_le. Thus, in addition to siimaiati0n, a soft _ ':

., _:' ._ ,_ ,, ,_
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ware system to perform analysis of programs is used. Program analysis will pro-

vide a "microscope" to supplement the usual "eyeball" technique of checking pro-

gram branching.

A further, but secondary advantage of the use of a compiler to prepare pro-

grams is the ability to use a variety of user-oriented syntax. For example, it is

convenient to code algebraic expressions in the format of *.he MIT/IL MAC language,

A new or modified language is appropl'iate for the logical parts of program structure.

While good syntax is important in easing program difficulties, experience has shown

that the major task has always been in program checkout.

2.2.4 Computer Subsystem

The computer subsystem of the Advanced Control, Guidance and Navigation

System must exceed the ApoLlo Guidance Con_,puter in performance, reliability, and

flexibility. The structure best suited to meet these goals is a modular one, where

• processing power and memory capacity are determined respectively by the number

i of processor modules and memory modules incorporated and active in the subsystem.

*_ Performance and reliability are traded off by an organization capable of gracefulJ
o_ degradation, which means that the failure of a processor, memory module, or other
t

sub-unit would result in reduced performance rather than breakdown of the system.

_I A modular system of this type is called a multiprocessor, and its principal

disadvantage is the relative paucity of experience with this sort of computer. In order

"t to realize the reliability goal, the multiprocessor must be able to reassign processors

'ii and memories without letting a wrong command be issued and with no loss of data.
*t This requires overhead expenditures of equipment and time which aggravate the _

reliability problem and reduce performance respectively. A major part of the effort

reported here is to design a multiprocessor with a minimum overhead cost. Dif-

• flcult as it is to design, the multiprocessor structure represents by far th_ most

prom_tsing way to realize the advanced system goals.

The design model of the computing subsystem is a multiprocessor with up to

about ten processors and about as many data memory modules. A smaller number of

instruction memory modules, a few input-output buffers, at_d possibly some spec-

iulized executive control sub-units would be included. Communication among these I
sub-units is effected by two serial, time-multiplexed bus systems/) Each of the sub- "

units would be comParable in electronic complexity' to about one half of the Apollo ,,

Guidance Computer. However, because of several years technological advances,

!_y | they would be substantially smatler and less demanding of power. Processors would

,, " execute instructions at about ten-fold the rate of the AGC. using loc_/high speed ,_, ., _...
_ semiconductor sc'ratchpad memories, integrated circuit logic, and r_hd-only mere- "_-_,,

' or lea for micropro_ams .... ": ,. "" ._

,, '/J _

,.. ., o .o._, -_,{i _,
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Data memory units would use ferrite core or plated wire magnetic memories

plus many of the techniques uzed in the processors.

Instruction memories would combine read-only or non-destructive read-out

sections with an erasable (NDRO or not) section loaded from bulk ztorage such as

a magnetic tape.

The input-output buffers and executive control units would be small pro-

cessors using microprograms, local storage and logic.

The transmission of data between the computer and its environment in the

spacecraft and in ground communication stations would rely heavily on serial time

multiplex techniques. The various signals emanating from and directed to the various

subsystems and systems would be buffered, conditioned, and converted between

Analog and Digital, if necessary, either at the remote system or in a station local

to a group of remote systems. The purpose is the elimination of the many costs

of cabling plus the enhancement of design flexibility. Incorporation of a new data

terminal requires a smart number of cable changes rather than a massive redesign.

2.2.5 Radiation Subsystem

The objective of the radiation subsystem in this design model is to perform

the inertial alignment and navigation functions described in section 2.2.1. In the

design model here, we have considered a highly automatic design in order to reduce

the astronaut load of guidance and control operationsohowever, provision has been

made for the astronaut to monitor all operations. Alternative designs with greater

astronaut participation are possible and these are discussed in Volume H, section 4.

In general, such direct visual instrm_ents increase the work load and are not as iI
accurate.

The design model RSS (see Figure 2.2-4) consists of a fully automatic photo-

metric sextant with vidicon executive monitoring, in conjunction with a coarse viewing

instrument such a a scanning telescope to provide initial alignment by star identification

(as an alternative, where a fully automatic capability is required a sun-sensor may

be used). We will concentrate further discussion on the automatic sextant, as

coarse alignment devices are within the state-of-the-art.

The automatic sextant consists of two separate optical systems mounted on a

common trunnion axis, one to track stars and the other to lOCate a navigation

planet limb. The precision navigation angle is directty measured betWe_9 the two

lines-of-sight0 the trunnion axis defining the plane of measurement. The trunnion-

axis is separated from vehicle motion by twodegrees of freedom, the flret being

perpendicular to the spacecr.aR wan (shaft) and the second along the wan (elevation). "

t_ _" _: , ,, _".__., '" .,
i
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A further degre_ of freedom about the trunnion axis isolates the common motion of

both lines-of-sight. A differential drive between the two lines-of-sight sets up the

precision angle. In all, three motions isolate base motion° and a fourth sets the pre-

cision angle.

The star LOS uses a sensitive vidicon tracker whereas the planet LOS uses

a photometric scanner. Both devices relay images to a CRT display for astronaut

monitoring of the function of the instrument.

In the alignment mode the star LOS is used to sequence between two known

stars to initialize the inertial reference maintained by the inertial subsystem.

A problem exists in the area of pre-launch testing of the inertial subsystem

where it is desirable to have a single axis of rotational freedom to re-orientate the

components with respect to gravity and the earth's polar axis. As no in-flight

justification for this axis exists it may be desirable to incorporate the ISS on the

inner axis (shaft) of the RSS as shown in the figure.

2.2.6 Inertial Subsystem

The inertial subsystem performs spacecraft guidance measurements as its

primary function, in addition to its role in attitude control. An inertial orientation

reference is maintained by gyroscopes, and accelerometers measure increments of

the integral of specific force. Historically it has been the practice to have an actual

physical inertial reference (stable member) stabilized by the gyroscopes and carrying

the aceelerometers. However, in the design model here we employ gyroscopes and

accelerometers in the body mounted mode This enables us to eliminate the corn- _

plexity of the gimbal system needed to mechanically isolate a stable platform. The ':

reliability and accesibility possible with the body-mounted system is desirable, :,

and the performance is adequate for all currently envisaged propulsion systems _
(chemical or nuclear).

The main accuracy problems of the body mounted system lie in the pulse

restraint of the gyroscopes and the computer algorithm used to maintain the attitude

parameters connecting body axes with the desired inertial frame of reference. /
,/

Measurements on gyros, and analogous work on pulse torquing of the accelerometers, ,/
indicate that the required accuracies will be achieved. Table I contains overall

performance figures based on current knowledge of instrument and control loop

parameters. The figures are _ within the mission requirements established in

the previous section. General purpose comPuter algorithms have been written that

will accurately maintain attitude providing that body oscillation (angular vibration)

amplitudes are not too great at high frequencies. In the presence'of large high . :_
angular osc_tion8_ the use of a special purpose algorithm computerfrequen_e _ '_'/ ' "

_l 2 "l 0'., '_'"- ¼_" "1'Alp "Q

i ;, _s-_-_ . , '
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TABLE 2.2-1

Gyro Performance

Bias Drift NBD 1.5 meru

Acceleration Sensitive Drift ADIA 2 meru/g

ADSRA 2 meru/g

ADOA 0.5 meru/g

Torquer Scale Factor Linearity 50 ppm (<0.3 rad/sec)

Stability 20 pp. (_).03 rad/sec)

Range i I rad sec

•: Accelerometer Performance

" Bias 0.1 cm/sec/sec

Scale Factor Linearity 50 ppm (<lg)J

•I Stability 10 ppm

i i '-;:.! Acceleration Squared 10 ug/g/g

Allgnment of Instruments

.... ;,+ Non-orthogonality of Instrument 20 arc see /

Optical Alignment 60 at, see',',!,;
r

;,
,-;':.": ' h " ,,

,i l.j H

I _ _

'• "!i)'i_,, ,,:-:,/,•_-
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becomes desirable. Suitable algorithms are available for use in a digital differential

analyzer (DDA) mechanization of such a computer.

Economies in achieving the desired reliability of the inertial subsystem can

be obtained by the use of redundant inertial components. In the design model six

gyroscopes and six accelerometers are used in a symmetrical non-orthogonal

configuration. Figure 2.2-5 shows in diagramatie form the mechanical arrangement.

The sensor input axes are arranged in a unique symmetrical pattern that corresponds

one to one with the array of normals to the faces of a regular dodecahedron. This

configuration allows a measure of self-contained failure isolation and detection by

comparing instrument outputs. Up to three of either instrumentscan fail before

complete system failure occurs. Overall system viability is further enhanced by

the use of modular plug-in instrument packages.

Anticipated algorithm requirement consistent with one meru performance

with coning input of 1/2 degree amplitude in the range 4-10 cps and as much as
+

1 rad/sec slew rate are shown below. Coning represents the most severe dis-

turbance in all cases.

General Purpose DDA
3rd Order 1st Order

Update rate 100-250/sec 1500-4000/sec

t Quanttzation 2-6 arc sec 2-6 arc sec
t Word length 30 bits 30 bits

The use of redundancy leads to certain logistical problems of how to resolve

conflicting information. In flight, knowledge of expected vehicle behavior gives a

good guide to resolving these problems, however, when the vehicle is being assem-

bled on the ground, no such criteria exist. For this reason it may be desirable to

introduce an axis of rotation for testing as mentioned in section 2.3.5. Such an

axis could be established by combining the space sextant with the inertial package.

Rotation of the axis (and Earth) would provide test inputs to the gyroscopes, and

the motion of the Earth's gravitational vector with respect to the package would

allow for accelerometer checking. "

9.,3,7 Temperature Control System

Certain parts of the CG&N System require accurate control of temperature, '

while the majority of components only require cooling to maintain temperature

within a broad band, General temperature control of a spacecraft system by the. ..

use of a coolant loop suffices to mai_ain general temperature control requirements. , ,_,

Specifically, in the manned spacecraft the electronic systems are more tolerant

than the operators, and+ thus, the environmental control system based on the

,, 3-13 ,+
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requirements of the latter will suit the former. However. critical components

(usually mechanical in nature) such as oscillatorso gyroscopes and accelerometers

require special treatment. We will concentrate our attention here on the control

of the inertial sensors, as these are the most bulky and heat-disslpating.

In the past, inertial components have been temperature controlled by

applying heat to the instrument and allow,ng it to dissipate through a thermal

resistance down to a heat sink. Heater power had to be sufficient to allow for all

changes in heat dissipation within the instrument, changes in thermal resistance

and variation in heat sink temperature. In the CG&N design modal the employment

of this continuous control heat has been avoided to reduce heat dissipation and

power consumption. Two techniques have been used. First, the employment of

simple by-pass techniques enable the heat sink to be controlled somewhere in the

neighborhood of the required control temperatures. Second, the use of the rever-

sible heat pump obtained by the employment of strongly thermo-electric materials

enables bl-direetional control of the instrument temperature.

Modern thermoelectrlc devices show a high coefficient of performance when

compared to conventional heaters, in addition, they can cool as well. In the

Appendix (A) we show results using an experimental gyro mount where coefficient
!

of performance in excess of 3 is obtained when the heat sink is within 10 degrees

of the control temperature, i.e._ the thermo-electric device only uses one third

of the power of an equivalent heater. Since performance of these experiments, the

design of the gyro mount has changed.

The design modal gyro mount is shown in figure 2.2-6. It contains an

important new concept in mechanically separating the alignment function from the

thermal control function. Alignment is performed by rotating the complete gyro

cradle on the kinematic mounting formed by the three screw feet. Thermal

control is by the use of individual thermo-electric cooling units and heat sinks at

either end of the instrument. Conduction of heat from the sinks to the unit base

• , may be enhanced by the use of two-phase heat pipe techniques. The use of sep- I

!arate temperature controllers on each end of the instrument corrects for assymetric

• 4 heat dissipation in the instrument (e. g.. when torquing) and gives a useful degree
! of redundancy allowing degraded performance where one controller fails.

,\

%- , 2-15,. _
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2.2.8 Two Dimensiov_l Display

The objective of the two dimensional display project has been to

examine ways of instrumenting some general purpose display to replace the

host of individual instruments currently used in spacecraft. In order to re-

main within the current state-of-the-art, no three dimensional techniques

were considered, and of two dimensional techniques,the Cathode Ray Tube

was chosen. In the realm of man-to-machine communication, the CRT dis-

play has already demonstrated its value. The application of this type of dis-

play to the spacecraft environment will take advantage of its flexibility in

communicating a variety of different information media under the control of

a computer or central processor. Specifically we have studied here the

elimination of unnecessary interaction between computer and display. Com-

parable techniques can be employed for other two dimensional display de-

vices.

2.2.8.1 Types of Display

Spacecraft and aircraft cockpits are presently filled w_.th a mass of

meters and instruments. Much of this displayed information is needed only

occasionally, and for short periods. The general purpose CRT display shows

only the information needed, without confusion and in the most easily as-

similated form.
d

: The spacecraft computer, scanning all information sensors, shows_

any undesirable emergency or alarm condition on the CRT display in needle,

, bar, dial, or digital form. Flashing pictures may be used to attract the

pilots attention, and corrective action advice can be displayed concurrently.

t variety analog" displays can generated.A of so-called 'lconta_t be

!i These artificial pictures of highways in the sky or underwater are beginning
i, _! to be used in aircraft and submarines. The pilot is presented with an ap- :

" ! parent 3-dimensional picture of his position in the environment and the proper

::, _/,_ path he should follow. The "8-ball" Flight Attitude Indicator used in Apollo i

belongs to this class of disp_yso Due to the complexity and varied data.,' ' Pcontent the FDAI "S-ball" was chosen for a detailed study of instrumentation i

techniques, Appendix B describes the techniques and trade-off to Conserve i,

computer time and memory. Map or starfield pictures for landing and tel- "i
escope positioning are related uses of the contact analog display, i,!

,t

I The problem of real-time man-computer communication on the space- ii

DSKY readouts is obvious_ with symbols 0ther than numbers possible for dir-

• " il

l'
1 ' 2-16 ' ,
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ections0 warnings, mode requests, etc. A progressive conversational inquiry

tree would permit decisions. Pushing the corresponding button would tell

: the computer which decision was chosen, and a new set of choices would be

presented. This technique reduces human errors in but_onopushing codes,

_, restricts answers to those which are germane, and speeds up the commun-

ication and command process. The pilot can be guided thru the procedure

he is to perform without any additional check list.

2.2.9 Interconnections

All the requirements put on a highly reliablelong-life CG & N system

tend to increase the complexity of system interconnection. Even in the Ap-

polio PGNS (and spacecraft), system harness contributes a significant pro-

portion of the weight. At a time when the size of active electronic modules

is reducing rapidly, wiring technology remains fairly static. For advanced

manned missions it is essential that techniques be employed to reduce the

weight of interconnect harness.

Review of current techniques show that interconnections are not used

efficiently. For example, a single wire may be assigned to conduct an

alarm signal with little likeihood of occurrence in operation at all. This

example shows how the power handling capacity and information band width

of the channel (wire) is hardly utilized at all. The technique proposed to over-

come this problem is the use of time-division multiplex in the form of pulse

code modulation. Such techniques are frequently employed where there is
a more formal lt,_tation on channels such as radio communications. The

cost of such a system is the additional electronics required for signal con °

ditioning wherever a signal is to be transmitted in code. However, elect-

tonics sizes are becoming so small as to be not critical, and in any case

the signals may have had robe processed anyway. (e. g. for telemetry) The

reliability of these devices is not critical providing it will not react back

into the main body of the equipment.

Provided that the concept of time division multiplex is adopted where

applicable, a number of .additional benefits result ("fall out"). Firstly, with
,' [ ,

the reduction of the number o_ system interconnect channels, redundancy tech-
,/

"1 niquee are more easily instrumented to maintain the _tegrity of communica-

tion of essential signals. Secondly, as all signals are transmitted |n digital •

form, it is much easier for the system to perform a degree of "introspection_

inthat c puter can ofmanyinte si. Thi y. }I
pre-proeess_of telemetry si_ possible in the computer whereby the

required, da_ rate can be _c_i _as_ the load on radio ,communications.

2-,t"/" _
v,_ o :'
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For example, D. C. levels within the normal range expected do not need to

be transmitted at all.

For pulse code modulation of signals, standardization of circuitry and

message format is highly desirable. The relative inflexibility of large

scale integrated circuits is the prime consideration for standardization plus

the need for common processin_ ability at the computer interface. For con-

venience, message lengths equal to half the computer word-length would en-

able packaging two to a word in memory. Assuming a computer word length

of 20 bits, the half word would give sufficient combinations to serve both as

address and data (0.1%). Full word messages with both address and data may

be desirable under some circumstances.

,j
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Summary of Study Accomplishments

As reported on in the four volumes of R-600, tne stu6y and development

funded by N_%SAContract NAS-9-6823, Task lI, covered a wide range of problems

involved in Control, Guidance and Navigation for Advanced Manned Missions. In

retrospect it is clear that an effort of just ten months duration could only initiate

a prograt, in the related areas of systems, computer subsystems, radiation sen-

sor subsystems, and inertial subsystems. Nevertheless, the following results

were achieved and form the basis for further work in the future.

In the Systems area (Vol I) a study was carried out of the guidance and

nsvigation system requirements for advanced manned missions. Evalu-tion of

inertial subsystem performance and its effect on a transplanetary injection of a

large vehicle showed that acceptable injection errors can be obtained from iner-

tial subsystems having performance that i3 attainable today with reasonable effort.

Guidance requirements for mtdcourse corrections were found to be non-critical.

Guidance performance in the final hours of a returm:o-earth transfer orbit and

during atm,_spheric entry were studied and found to be very critical. In fact, the

design of this final mission phase was identified as requiring the greatest advances

from the standpoint of reliability as well as performance.

A navigation requirements study was organized and constructed on a

flexible, comprehensive basis so that, for a variety of missions in the Solar

System, it is possible to determine the types of measurements, the optimum

choice of navigational target bodies, and the resulting velocity correction sched-

tile and navigational uncertainties in position and velocity. This study program
c,

was applied to a Mars flyby and a triple-planet flyby involving Mars and Venus.

Evidence accumulated that flexibility and automaticity were just as important as

basic accuracy in radiation sensor subsystems under development.

_ttlizing inputs from systems studies and from development in the area of

_iI computer, radiation, and inertial subsystems, a Design Model was created show-

ing a representative Control, Guidance, and Navigation System for Advanced -_ ,_,

Manned Missions. inherent in the thinking going into the Design Model were the ,I

goals of reliability, flexibility, and performance. Related dev_'_pme_ and aome :" ,,

,hardware tests were carrled,out in the areas of twb-dimensional disI_,,ym, on _','" ,,, _ , .

cathode ,ray tub.,es and the use of thermo-electric devices for the precis_G temper- '_ -
D

ature control of inertial components. /;_ _ o •
t,

;.,/ '_
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In the computer subsystem area (Vol II), the studies and development

began by recognition of the Apollo experience with the computer's role in the

Apollo system which has been the object of demands on performance, speed, and

capacity far beyond what was originally envisioned. Requirements for advanced

computers were described having in mind order of magnitude improvements in

requirements and a flexibility in use that will provide a firm basis for meeting

unknown future demands.

A multipvocessor concept was developed and is explained in Volume II.

Related concepts of time multiplexing, data and instruction memory, processor

operation, executive control, and input/output function were all developed. The

necessary electrical design of the required logic was investigated. In the areas

of hardware research and development to make possible the multiprocessor corn°

puter, substantial progress was reported in the area of braid memory and an I/O

multiplexed bus. The all-important areas of integrated circuits and interconnec-

tions and packaging received only limited attention due to the scope of this

particular contract.

The ,:ultiprocessor concept was brought to the point where it is believed to

be ready for and worthy of the next, more heavily funded stage of development.

In the area of radiation sensor subsystems (Volume HI), the geophysics

and planetary studies brought together the latest and i_est information of possible

navigation phenomena for use in the solar system. This effort was then used to

create mathematical error models of navigational sighting phenomena for use in

navigation error sensitivity analysis and in the requirement studies developed for o

Volume I. These requirements studies, in turn, fed back design specifications to _.

the radiation sensor subsystem effort. Basically, accuracy requirements appeared

to b_. not an order of magnitude greatel, than those for Apollo. Other subsystem _

"_ features such as flexibility and automation were found to be significant. In parallel

:_ with this effort, but using its emerging conclusions, there was carried out a hard '-_ '_

ware design effort. Space sextant design studies resulted in a four-degree of _ ,

i freedom instrument for visual use by astronauts and a different design, also having i_ifour degrees-of-freedom, :but based on electro-optical sensors. Angle transducers
such as resolvers, theodosyns, and.ring lasers were evaluated. Reports were pro- i_'i

vided on design details such as bearing heat transfer, design of folded optical paths, I_',._"

_' design for minimum scattered light, and the human_ye as a sensor particularly _i

_ where flashing light beacons are involved. In summary, a wide spectrum of possi- i!

':i bilities was investigated following the general requirements determined in the sys- __ _,
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Inertial subsystem technology (Volume IV) involved an effort that

focussed both on performance and reliability. Against the ba_'kground of emerging

requirements, a pro_-rram was undertaken to develop and evaluate a concept umng

strapdown inertial techniques.

The objective was to obtain an understanding of the reliability and perfor-

mance potential of the strapdown system in comparison with the better known and

developed gimballed inertial subsytem. By going in this direction, the foundation

has been laid for making a wise choice at some point in the future.

Analytical studies were made of the strapdown concept algorithm and its

associated error.q. The Pulsed Integrating Pendulum (PIP) in a strapdown envi-

ronment was analyzed for its error sources. The single-degree-of-freedom

Inertial Rate Integrating Gyro (IRIG) in association with its pulse-torque to balance

electronics was studied and reported on.

At the same time, development effort was put into obtaining developmental

PIPs and gas-bearing IRIGs for actual test evaluation. A gyro test package devel-

opment tool and strapdown test facility was designed and constructed. Test con-

cepts were evolved and mechanized in the test facility.

The inertial subsystem vnalytic_l and hardware effort has brought the

+ concept of strapdown inertial subsystems to a point where developmental testing

.! can be used to obtain an accurate evaluation of the potentialities of such systems.

In summary, the study accomplishments reportedin these four volumes

i have generally pointed the way for soundly based further work. The national

_:/;+1 space program will eventually arrive at an appropriate stage where there must be

1+ .: a development program for a specific control, guidance, and navigation system
for Advanced Manned Missions. it is timely now to consider the continuing work

which can bridge the gap between the accomplishments reported on in these four

volumes and the technological base that must be created before an advanced sys-

tem program can be launched on a large scale. The following section addresses

itself to recommendations for further work to bridge this gap.

3.2 Recommendations for Further Work

' This section is devoted to emphasizing those aspects of continutng develop-

ment work on advanced systems which seem most cl-ucial in a time span, where the "_

long range goals of the national space program are b ;ing evolved against a back- _

b_ound of other heavy demands on our national resources. Consequently, the

recommendations emphasize steady but moderate levels of attack on the'technical

problems until the time when the nation is'In a position to commit itself to the

next ,m_or goal for _ manned mission. ' This type of w_k should result in progress +

in knowledge+ techniques and _requirements. ,, , '+,

.... 3-S i-
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3.2.1 Analytical Tv sks

Surely the recommendation for further effort in this area which

would bring the largest amount of return for the least amount of effort is to

use the tools which were developed in this effort to continue the mission

requirements study. The results presented in this report represent only a

small sample of what could be obtained with more time and effort. Much

more interpretation of the data and detailed study of individual problem

areas can still be done within the framework of the analytical tools which

have already been established as part of this contract effort. In short, we

have made the investment in development time but have not yet fully rea-

lized potential returns on this investment.
a

Much interesting and important work must yet be done in the area

of transplanetary injection from earthorbtt. To inject some of the extremely

large vehicles under consideration can require very long burn times - up to

40 minutes. On some of these injection trajectories the vehicle travels

almost half way around the earth. The experience gained in generating the

trajectories for the error studies have indicated that a fresh look at the

guidance scheme used is in order. Ideally it shouod be formulated as a

minimum fuel optimization problem with three types of constraints: 1) the

time of arrival at the sphere of influence after a free coast period should

be fixed, 2) t he velocity vector at this arrival time is fixed, 2) a state var-

iable constraint to prevent altitude from dropping below a specified value

must be imposed. This last state variable constraint was not considered in

the scheme used here. This led to some dangerously low altitude on some

paths.

The control problem associated with the transplanetary injection

also deserves attention. Controlling these massive flexible vehicles while

they expend a large fraction of their mass is a challenging task. The fact '_

that bending and slosh modes will be significant but poorly,specified hardly !'

makes matters easier. This job will amount to desig_aing a controller for :

a poorly specified time-varying plant. _

Much additional work can also be done in the navigation area. This '_ _ -o

study revealed some inference that optimizing the overall measurement

schedule instead Of individual measurements might yield good resu_s -

particularly in the near planet cases. The techniques for doing this are es-

tabllshed, it is just a matter of applying them.

,L
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More work on criteria for measurement selection is also in

order. One potentially useful one is to minimize the velocity uncertainty

at a specified target point. It ii would yield smaller velocity deviations

atthe outbound intersectionwith itthe sphereof influence, a saving in mid-

course fuel required for _he next interplanetary leg might be achieved.

Experimenting with cuxrbinations of criteria on a given trip should also

yield good results.

One of the options which was built into this error analysis proce-

dure but never used is the ability to estimate planet diameter. This area

should be pursued tr determine its effect on error reduction. An interest-

ing modelling proLlem arises here--how much of the reduction in planet

diameter uncertainty can be subtracted from the part of the measurement

noise due to phenomena error?

In any continuingeffortthe moons of at leastEarth and Mars should

be included for celestial navigation purposes. A detailed trade off study be-

tween the various u__lmown landmark schemes should be perfo_'rned.

Finally,a key area where much more deta_ledstudy is required is

•. thatof Earth entry. As indicatedin Section1.2.3,2, the criticalguidance

problem of atmospheric entry should be given further study to come up with i

definitive requirements on performance and reliability. This study should

begin with a mission model which includes a terminal portion of the return

interplanetary leg as well as the atmospheric entry itself. The mission mod-

el should be joined by a representative crew timeline covering such activities

as activation and checkout of the earth entry module, final velocity corrections,

etc. With this material as a foundation, the entire mission phase should be

studied. Initial conditions in the guidance system should be defined, using

optimum on-board sighting schedules and prolonged Deep Space Network

tracking. The actual study would then deal with the requirements placed on

steering laws, inertialperformance, reliability indexes, etc. by entry cor-

ridor goals, human tolerance to prolonged g loads, heat load capabfllty of the

entry shield, etc. The results of the study will probably represent the most :

stringent specifications on the guidance system reliability and performance.

Contributions coming to the above analytical tasks from the Radiation

Sensor area would include the following:

An updating of,the analysis error models based on the final

material in Vol. III .... _ ,_,, .

,\ An analysis of 11_b phenomena lo¢_Itors , as contrasted with
_,, general limb phenomem/_ models. ' _

Analysis of s_sor designs based upon the "l(_cator" phenomena _

selected in order to obtaif_'a best estimate of anticipated uncertainties.

_Ct
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In the Inertial Subsystem area an analytical task of particular interest

in an investigation of weighting and trade-off criteria for optimization of strap °

down inertial subsystem algorithms and sensor compensation techniques.

Development of failure prediction techniques for gas bearing gyros is part of

the broader analytical area represented by the reliability demands for advanced

manned space missions.

3.2.2 Design Study Tasks

The navigation instrument concept described in Chapter 2 of this vol-

ume and defined in more detail hi VoL HI is very promising. It seems approp-

riate now to proceed with the design of an engineering model to be used as a

developmental tool. Similarly, design studies should proceed on the scanner

photometer package associated with the navigation instrument.

Several design activities can be recommended for the inertial subsys-

tems area. Design improvements of the 18 IRIG, Mod B, as described in Vol. IV,

should be carried on as a continuing effort particularly because of the long lead

times involved. Development of the inertial sensor module kinematic mount

concept should be accelerated because of its key role in a maintainable, high-

performance inertial subsystem. Finally, in the electronic design area, work

should proceed on the optimal torque-to-balance instrument control loop as

described in Vol. IV.

3. 2.3 Hardware Development Tasks

In the Radiation Sensor area, the engineering model of the navigation

instrument mentioned in Sec. 3.2.2 should be constructed. Only by taking this

step can the fundamental soundness of the concept be demonstrated, Similarly°

another worthwhile hardware effort would he the construction of a video tracker.

In the Inertial Subsystem task, the effort completed under the present

contact has produced a strapdown inertial te_t package, test station, and algo- _

rithm facility. Continuing effort will logically build upon this accomplishment a i

test and evaluation of the integrated test package - real test algorithn,.. _
In the Computer area, the simulation effort begun in 1967 should be ,,

continued and expanded to include preparation and execution of programs. Proto-

type construction _f sub-units should start as soon as feasible, and a multicom-

purer hybrid simulation should be designed and executed in due course. These
tasks are essential to the expeditious development of the high unconventional

structure which is deemed necessary for extended space missions.

3.3 Recommendation_ on a Development Plan for an Advanced Control_ .,,_\,\\
Guidance, and Navigation System. _,

3. 3. 1 General

,, The following paragraphs attempt to offer some program guidelines ' '....

for consideration 'when the national space program establishes an advanced

,, ... _

3"6 _\ " -_
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mission as a major goal. Emphasis is placed on areas of interaction

between the CG&N, as a subsystem, and the rest of the mission.

Any advanced manned mission established in the future as a na-

tional goal will be able to draw on a wide spectrum of preliminary studies

already i- hand. Technical aspects of advanced missions have been re-

searched over the past decade not only by the National Aeronautics and

Space Agency but by other public and private agencies as well. The techni-

cal material already at hand will form the starting point for overall system

definition.

At this early stage, the CG&N subsystem effort should be brought

into the program. The multiple areas of interaction between the CG&N

Subsystem and the total System make this early, integral participation

essential. Furthermore, it is probable that a space station program will

precede any matured interplanetary missions. Participation iv early space

station mission planning by CG&N-oriented agencies would permit identifi-

cation and development of experiments and qualification hardware related

to ultimate CGN goals.

I In the following sections, CG&N Program Tasks are identified in

I the following areas and discussed individually:

Systems Integration
• q

i-III Space Guidance Analysis

Computer Subsystems

Radiation Subsystems

Inertial Subsystems

3.3.2 Development Plan Task

3.3.2.1 Systems Integration Task Objective

' To firm up CG&N subsystem specifications for advanced manned

missions. In the systems integration task this involves accompllshing the

_ollowlng sub tasks:

I. _' Develop, expand, and maintain an Advanced Control_

Guldance, & Navigation "st_wman" or design model based on

inputs from Other task groups:

a. Space Guidance Analysis

b. Computer subsystem "

c. Optical Subsystez_,

•;'/ .' d..,, inertial Subsyste_

,,j
,. (,_,.

i
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2. Conduct continuousliaisonwith appropriatespacecraftand

mission groups to factorintomission, spacecraft,and ACGN

design models the foliowingspecification

a. ACGN configurationpower, weight, volume, reliability,

and performance.

b. Communication interfaces

c. Astronaut interfaces

d. GSE interfaces

3. Conduct development which leads to unifiedsystem packaging

and electronictechniques.

4. Develop a Display and Control (D&C) philosophy, evaluate

individur,1 com_onents and assemblies, and create an ACGN D&C

specification.

5, Conduct a reliabilityevaluationprogram which looks at

materlals, processes, and techniques in relationshipto long, long

term missions. Maintain a system reliabilitystatusreport. In

additionto ACGN hardware, surveillanceshaU be maintained over

interconnectelements such as coaxialcables,feedthroughs, mount-

ings, etc.

3.3.2.2 Space Guidance Analysis Task Objectives

I. Analytical. To provide a continuing evaluation of navigational

accuracy requirements for advanced manned missions. This in-

volves a general capability to simulate certain missions with com-

puter programs, to conduct error analyses of selected trajectories,

and to arrive at recommended measurement schedules, measure-

! ment accuracies, and guidance implementation accuracies. Such

studies are basic to a rational approach to an ACGN system. In
,.j

addition, there will be requirements for vehicle control and guid- _:

ance studies. Ultimately such control studies must be based upon

' expanding knowledge of the proposed vehicle characteristics. Butt,

prior to that phase, work can be done on control techniques whlch

minimize sensitivity to vehicle static gain. bending modes, fuelL

slosh, dtc. ii

,_ 2. Software. The development of a new computer subsystem i!
for new manned missions requires support in the areas of compu- _:

t er softw_e. Initial software tasks which_ are to be undertaken in i!

cooperation with computer subsystem development are thedesign of: _, . "_
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a. Programming concepts

b. Programming language

c. Program verificationmethods

FoUowing thisphase, a compiler must be designed, written,and

debugged forthe computer. Similar effortmust be appliedto the

program verificationmethod.

As the nature ofthe ACGN system and itsinterfaceswith

the spacecraftand with the externalworld are developed, the sys-

tem levelprograms can be developed. Finally,as the participa-

tionof the ACGN inmanned orbitalflightbecomes defined, then a

llbraryof mission modular programs can be builtup.

3.3.2.3 Computer Subsystem Task Objective

To designand develop an advanced computer subsystem which will

meet generallong range objectivesfor advanced manned missions as estab-

lishedby NASA. Substantialadvances are required inthe areas of compu-

tationalspeed, memory volume, reliability,and logicaldesignfor non-

catastrophicdegradation.

Initialdesign tasks involve decisionson multlprocessor logic,

error detectionand correction,serialmultiplexdata transmission, etc.

R isnecessary to evaluatethe design, and itslogicalimplementation by a

breadboard feasibilitymachine using commercial or state=of-the-art

hardware. Concurrently, circuitjoiningand packaging work willbe under

way. Large scale integratedcircuitswillbe evaluated,ifnot developed.

As second generatlcnhardware reaches evaluationreadiness,

portionsofitwillbe substitutedin the breadboard feasibilitymachine as a

method of evaluatingthe new design. This shouldlead the way to an eval-

uationof elements of hardware deslgt_as part ofthe complete machine.

Meanwhile, to meet a poesible need to support orbitalflight

evaluation of ACG&N hardware an orbital computer prototype should be

planned. This machine will be oriented to the multiprocessor concept but

not meet the ultimate specifications either in speed or in capacity, Its

purpose will l_e to suppnrt t_._ development of the computer subsystem for

the orbital or space station mission.

A set of computer subsystem drawings represents the end product ,

of this early phase of an adwanced_c0mputer effort, _//



3.3.2.4 Radiation Subsystem Task Objective

To undertake to reach the following objectives relating to radiation

subsystems for advanced manned missions.

1. Conduct a study program to update knowledge of the poten-

tial navigational reference features in the solar system and their

ability to meet the mission and system requirements. Such phe o

nomena as planet terrestial or atmospheric limbs, planet radia-

tion distribution centers, target image rates, microwave and laser

radar ranging, are involved,

2. Use these studies to develop sensors and related electronic

and mechanical hardware to utilize the phenomena which have been

identified above in addition to star phenomena to be used for celes-

tial attitude reference.

3. Evaluate these sensors to the extent possible in laboratory

or atmospheric test programs and also design and develop the

necessary experiments which can be used to qualify these sensors

on early manned and unmanned missions.

4. Design and develop radiation subsystems for advanced

manned missions, based on the results of the above tasks.

This technical area is characterized "by the need for geophysical

research and associated analysi_ to determine optimal phenomena - locator -

sensor combinations, systems analysis, and engineering development exper-

iments in the laboratory and in space environments.

Sufficient fundamental scientific information on solar system

reference features is available, to ensure the feasibility of accurate inter-

planetary on-board navigation. But this knowledge is Hmited and any new

data from unmanned probes will permit the development of a more optimal

system. Thus, one objective win be to maintain a close communication

with groupa associated with unmanned planetary probe missions so as to be

cognizant of all pertinent data. Another need is to have developmental data
needs reflected in the instrumentation of future unmanned probes. Future

data would be desirable to confirm present estimates thus increasing

confidence in existing planetary data. For some as yet unspecified mission

it may also be desirable to reduce the t_ncertalnties further which could be _

, accompllshed during future unmanned or manned missions. It is anticipated

that the imcertainties indicated in Volume HI can be considerably reduced

3.,lo ,, ',, _ ,o.
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over the next few years using anticipated future probes, which could then

be reflected in the software of the first manned planetary missions without

significantly impacting hardware design.

Early effort would involve maintaining a design model of the

radiation sensor subsystem based upon best available scientific and en-

gineering information. Concurrently, systems analysis and component

system development would be accomplished. Several experiments would

be identified and designed involving materials, components, and sensors.

These experiments would be suggested for inclusion on certain AAP

missions.

In parallel and prior to receiving all of this information, a radia-

tion subsystem will be developed for use and evaluation on extended orbital

flights such as a space station. This interim subsystem would involve

design and construction of an engineering model and a prototype for use in

a test and qualification program. In the sequence suggested here, a set of

subsystem drawings would be available for use in bringing an industrial

contractor into the program.

3.3.2.5 Inertial Subsystem Task Objective

To design and develop a strapdown inertial subsystem which will

meet requirements for advanced manned spaceflight missions. Particular

emphasis has to be placed on a new concept and order of magnitude in the

area of subsystem reliability. Inertial performance requirements estab-

]/shed as part of the space guidance analysis task must be met. The sub-

system must provide attitude information to the computer of the necessary

quality to meet the control needs of the space vehicle. Operational modes

must be defined and the power consumption of the subsystem reduced to an

absolute minimum. The following subtasks are identified as essential tothis subsystem:

1. Continue development of higher performance and reliability

inertial components.

2. Develop electrOnic designs which will make possibl_ _e ,. -

attainment of subsystem specifications. ' _\

•' 3. Develop specific packaging techniques for electronics. _'

4. Develop inertial subsyatem test techniques and demonstrate

-,, them in a prototype test facility. ,,-,

5.; Develop inertial component alignment techniques and hard- ,

ware. ;!
m

r,

_,:,_ 3"11 'I!" " '
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6. Develop and evaluate associated computer attitude and

velocity algorithms.

7. Analyze inertial component errors and evaluate possible

software compensation programs for the computer algorithms.

8. As the result of the above efforts, issue a set of inertial

subsystem drawings for use in introducing an industrial con-

tractor into the program.

The ob3ectives of the inertial subsystem task should be met by a

continuing program of analysis, design, test, and evalu._tion. Inertial

components should be tested in conjunction with their electronics for

required design improvements, which will be fed back to the inertial com-

ponent designers. Development results in the areas of inertial compon-

nets, alignment hardware, electronic design and packaging, and thermal

control should bebrought together in an engineering model or models and

later in an inertial subsystem prototype.

Concurrently in inertialsubsystem testfacilftyshouldbe under

development. This would consistof the necessary electronicGSE, and

inertialtesttable,and a small computer for evaluatingalgorithms and

inertlalcompensation schemes,

Part way through this sequence, inertial component specifications

will be available and vendor competition can be initiated, At the end of

this test and evaluation phase, a set of inertial subsystem drawings would

be available for use in bringing an industrial contractor into the program.

3.3. 3 Program Schedules
/:

There follows a set of figures (Figs. 3.3- I through 3. 3-5) which

attempt to recommend an interrelationship between the progress of the five

individual tasks described in Section 3.2.3. Necessarily, dates are !eft off. ,
(

The deployment of a manned space station is keyed into the dev_iopment _

time schedule of the program because of its essential role for ACG&N

qualification, even though this qualification role isonly a subordinate pa_ ' _
of a space station mission. _ j/ _;

3. 3.4 Conclusion _ ,:,

This _ina! section has been devoted to highlighting from a program _:

point of view those crltic_ tasks which will initiate and.,carr_orward the ,!'_
'i

design and development of a control Guidance & N_viptlon System for ,, _-

i Advanced Manned Missions. ,!, o

I !'

" i ,B

i "' '1/ t/
• t. '
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APPENDIX A

A. EXPERIMENTS WITH THERMOELECTRIC DEVICES FOR GYRO
TEMPERATURE CONTROL.

A. 1 Test Vehicle and Fixturing

The gyro mounting system used as a test vehicle is shown in Fig. A-1. The

gyro moaut uses spherical seats at either end in an attempt to avoid bending mom-

ents on the gyro during alignment, while providing low thermal resistance. In

practice the bending moment requirement conflicts with the need for mechanical

rigidity. This factor led to the selection of the kinematic mount in the design
model.

Each gyro end mount consists of an inner and outer aluminum ring rigidly

bound as one member by a threaded, spoked center section of titanium. All three

sections are epoxy bonded at the inner and outer thread interfaces. The inner

aluminum ring extends in fingers to pick up the gyro and is held secure to the gyro

by a clamping strap. The outer aluminum ring has a peripheral spherical contour

which mates with a complimentary spherical surface in the mounting cradle.

The entire end mount assembly is plated with a thin film of nickel prior to

final machining. This is required for later solder bonding of the thermoelectric

modules.

The center titanium piece serves as a housing for the thermoelectric modules,

minimizes thermal shunting and provides alignment rigidity. It is formed by milling

six (6) symmetrical slots in an annular ring of titanium and threading the inner and

outer circular surfaces. Each slot is formed of dihedral surfaces to accomodate

two thermoelectric modules per slot.

The torquer generator end mount is twice the thickness of the signal generator

end mount. This is required since 4 × 8 array thermoelectric modules are used on

one end and 4 × 4 array modules on the other. A total of twelve (12) modules are

used in each end mount.

The i_hermoelectrics, being bi-polar, can pump heat in both directions, there*
fore, lendlngthemselves to an idealized heatsink temperature requiring no control

power to the _noelectrics. Another advantage in using thermoelectrlcs is that
both the heats_ and ambient temperatures can rise well above gyro control tempera-

ture, and yet, proper gyro temperature can be maintained.

9

I
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Both spherical seats used to hold the gyro end mounts are of split finger

construction. This permit,., the spherical surfaces to yield during alignment and

provides for au optimum surface-to-surface interface in the "strap tight" configura-

tion. The mounting cradle is made of aluminum. Two surface pads with two tie-

down points per pad are contained on the lower surface of the cradle for mounting

to the inertial sensor base.

Following completion of end mount and cradle machining: and assembly, andof

end mount nickel plating, the two end mounts were sent to Melcor for installation of

the thermoelectric modules. These were sandwiched between two copper "L" brac-

kets and soldered into a thermal circuit consisting of the plated aluminum inner and

outer assemblies, This method was used for expediency rather than desirability.

Prior to installing a gyro in the end mount and cradle assembly, two simulated

gyro end caps were fabricated and installed to ascertain overall system balance and

symmetry. Button heaters were installed in these end caps and each interface was

instrumented with thermocouples. By varying simulated wheel power and T.E. input

power, with the cradle mounted to a controlled temperature liquid cooled heatsink,

the following facts were noted:

1. The configu_tion was reasonably balanced mechanically with a static

thermal resistance of approximately 3°F/watt. However, when an equal

number of T.E. junctions (96 per mount} was used on each end mount,

a fairly large gradient existed during variation of T.E. power. This

gradientamounted to 13°F, worse case. To resolve this,itwas

necessary to seriesallofthe T.E. junctions(192 on the T.G. end and

: 96 on the S.G. end). In this configuration, the gradient was reduced to

i! less than a degree for all test conditions.J

_! 2. The change of temperature at the simulated end mounts for variation of
!i
! T.E. power was maximum at near zero T.E. power and diminished with

_ increasing power level. This was expected.

:_ Fol10wlng this series of tests, an actual 18 PIRIG gyro was installed and
! control temperature maintained with adc proportional controller. The experimental

set up is shown in Fig. A-2. This controller consisted of a Fairchild 726 - 709 IC

,_ linear amplifier with a push-pull output stage. Two gyro wire sensors were used

"_ for control and two sensors were series 'connected for monitoring. The amplifier

_i was set for i0. I°F/W maximum control variation with a restroration time to steady i
control temperature of approximately five (5) mInutes. Figure A-3 shows a graph i

i which demonstrates control T.E. power, versus coldplate pad temperature. The l
i equivalent heater power is also shown and the ratio_
j
! Equivalent Heat Power/ThermoelectricPower : Coefficieat of Performance (C. O.P. ) il

A-2 ,

II
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A. 2 Critiqueof Tests

The firstcomment on the mechanical configurationused for thisinvestigation

isthatitis somewhat large. There are certainlyways to reduce the overallsize

without degrading alignment or temperature controlfunctions. One method which

shows considerablepromise isto perform allalignment functionsat the bed or

mounting pointforthe assembly. The gyro would be thermally isolatedfrom the

platform and coolantheatsinksattachedto each gyro end. Acircular or annular

thermoelectricmodule would provide for control. Such a system would have

exceptlonallyfastresponse since itwould be thermally divorced from the large

mass of a platform.

To allow flexibilityin interfacearea and symmetry requirements inthe

mechanical design,two separate controllerswould be used to controleach gyro

end independentof the other. This would eliminateany concern over torquer power

levelsor lack of thermal symmetry in the gyro. Sensors shouldbe locatedin each

gyro end with a thermal shroud about the gyro.

Finally° the gyro controllers should be of a low rate pulsewidth modulation

type; possibly a clocked, digltally operated device. The losses noted during this

test using a dc proportional amplifier were considerable, and a problem of deadband

exists at the zero crossover point.

' '! t,
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APPEND_ B

B. 1 Scope of Detailed Work,

The Ball Attitude Indicator and character capability were chosen

as the first goal for a breadboard display as being the most complex.

(Figure B-l)

Most present computer-driven displays tie up the computer with

continuing computations to produce the picture, or use a large core

memory or drum to refresh the display. It is desirable to utilize the com-

puter for its arithmetic capability and minimize its use for simple picture

refreshing.

A replaceable read-only braid memory was chosen as the basis

for picture information storage. The braid has high density, ease of man-

ufacture, changeability and is planned for use in MIT's advanced guidance

computer. In fact, the display braid could be an integral part of the com-

puter. The picture parts do not have to be computed and no mechanical

drum or tape problems are incurred.

An attempt was made to make the hardware and memory organization

as general as possible so that new kinds of pictures can be added simply

'i by braid changes.
I

Another goal was a low clock rate so that conservative, present

state - of - the - art hardware could be used. The present design per-

mits either bipolar I. C. 's or MOT arrays in most circuits.

A 5 to 7 inch d}ameter CRT is proposed. This size permits fast

CRT focussing and deflection, without the weight and magnetic shielding

penalties inherent in magnetic deflection. Furthermore, the smaller

tubes are more rugged, require less space and have more experience

in militarized airborne environments.

The amount of text which can be assintilated at a glance fits on a t
5 inch screen, and the present ball .attitude indicator is only about 3 I

inches in diameter. Furthermore, in ,a cockpit, the pilot sits so close I

to the display that a large tube is simply not warranted. I

" Presently available CRT displays use either raster,, diode function _!_

generator curveS, straight lines (vectors) or plot point-by-point, Most -. !_ __
computer-driven types use the latter method, .. _._. i_

One special CRT uses an internal mask to.shape the beam into a "_ "_ '

o
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symbol. All desired 64 symbols must be specified before making the

tube.

B. 2 FDAI Display

The proposed ball display uses a circular stroke technique, a

modified Lissajous generator. A circle was chosen because it is simple

to generate and because it is difficult to make good circles from other

stroke functions (logarithmic , parabolic, etc. ). Furthermore, the

ball grid is made up of circles. The stroke approach generates picture

material at higher speeds than is possible with the point-by-point method.

A reasonable trade-off between hardware and memory is possible because

the picture to be displayed is known in advance.

Two circle types are created: Meridians (,or great circles ) and

parallels (small circles). Electrical signals are generated in time for the

X, Y, and Z coordinates. (See Figure B-2)

Meridians are produced by rotating a Y-Z plane circle around the

Z-axis. Two D/A converters (8 bit'DAC's) perform the rotation.

, Parallels are formed by scaling an X-Y circle and translating

along the Z-axis. The same DAC's perform this transformation. The

DACes . are set up by words called out of memory. Finally, as the circle

is swept out° the beam blanking pattern is generated by synchronously

shifting a long binary number from memory to a beam control gate.

By using 7 segment numeric characters for the bah numbers, the

identical meridian-parallel technique generates the numbers. (See Figure

B-S)

The 3-dimensional ball described by the electronics can be displayed

on a scope by feeding the X-Z voltages to the horizontal and vertical scope

amplifiers. The "back" of the ball is blanked out by a simple blanking every-

thing with a - Y coordinate voltage. The 3-dimensional effect is increased

by dec_reasing intensity for increasing c_ordinate voltage. Thus outer

" edges are thus dimmed, appearing further away. Spot defocussing can also

provide a depth cue':at the outer edges. A company which makes a "3-D"

scope has researched the 3-,D effect and finds the degree.of depth impression

is proportional to the number of cues given the eye. Ste re.copy is not nec-

essary if enough other cues are provided.,

o
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Since the actualbeam is now not describing circles,but some el-

lipticalor higher order function,continousintensitycontrolproportionalto

beam speed is needed to produce nominally-even brightness.
! !

A first-orderapproximation of(X + Z )for the velocityis planned.

This is simple to implement inhardware and shouldbe adequate.

The ballpicturemust rotatein 3-D. This factdominated the choice

of 3-dimensional electronicgenerationof the ball,even though only 2 dim-

ensions are finallydisplayed. The 9 parameter 3-dimensional rotation

matrix isalready generated in the computer from the strapped-down

inertialsystem. These 9 values can be used directlyto transform the gen-

erated _, Y, and Z coordinatesof a pointon the fixedballpictureto a new

pointon a rotatedball. New parameters need only tobe sent to thedisplaywhen

' the spacecraft rntates. Nine 8-bit DAC's are required. Miniature lowcost

DACts using MOS arrays are under investigation and look promising.i
J

_ B. 3 Character Generation

Several character generation techniques were explored. The 5x7

_i dot raster is widelyused by computer drivendisplaysand produces about

:' the minimum qualitycharacter. A 6x8 dot raster was chosen for the bread-

_, boara display.

The raster approach permits any kind of symbol in any font to be

i generated: upper and lower case alphabetical, numeric° mathematical,
q

4 even Chinese characters. Thus information can be displayed to the

i astronautinthe manner with which he is most familiarand comfortable.• The raster is also very compatible with the ball generation technique.

¢i A 30 characters per llne, 16 lines per frame format was chosen.

This should be more than adequate. Refresh rate for the test is about 30 ,!

4 frames/sec.
"f,

i-"'_'i B. 4 Refresh Rate and Logic Timin_

i, Experimentation with varying refresh and writing rates indicate I:'

i refresh rates of 30-50 frames/sec produce no flicker at reasonable intensity.

Library research indicates flicker is a complex relationship of re°

fresh rate, intensity, phosphor decay time and ambient lighting. Above 50 !i

seems always safe. I:

i atAn tipper limit on phosphor decay time will be setby "smearing" \

il maximum spacecraft rotation'rates. ., . :

B-S \ '
'_/4_._( "'- _, ,_ ,__. • ,
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A circularly polarized filter coupled with an anti-reflectance coating

has enabled radar scopes to use lower intensities and thus both lengthen CRT

lift and reduce flicker.

The presently proposed system results in low clock rates and a

refresh rate of about 34 frames/sec. Empirical testing will determine

what phosphor, intensity, and ambient light conditions will be necessary to

produce a flicker-free picture with smearlsss rotation. The breadboard

display will use a commercial X-Y oscilloscope.

All timing is derived from a synchronous time scaler which counts

from 4.5 mHz to 39.1 pps. (Figure B-4)

6.25 KC is tapped off the scaler and filtered. This forms the drive

for the Lissajous circle generation. Alternate + and -sin a_ t provides 160

micro-second circles with an 80 micro-second set-up period between circles.

Timing control logic generates two basic time periods. One 80 # sec

.period reads 24 bits from memory to provide DAC and switch set-up and

settling time. This period uses about 53 _ sec for memory reading, and

about 27 _ sec for settling. The second period reads bits from memory

(72 for the ball grid circles, 216 for the ball number circles) for the 160/_sec

while the circle is being swept out. These bits determine the blanking

pattern on the circle. Thus an entire circle is produced every 240._, sec.

(Figure B-5)

For the 119 circles required to generate the ball, the result is a

frame refresh rate of about 35 frames/sec.

At first glance, it would appear that 360 bits of blanking pattern stor-

age would be needed to give the one degree resolution necessary to draw the

ball numbers. But the high degree of symmetry in the ball allows a re-

duction to 216 bits for the numbers and 72 bits for the grid. This is ac-

complished by reading the blanking pattern bits from memory alternately

at high and low rates, yielding high and low resolutions. Thus the ball num -

ber circles are read at 900 KC for eight 2.5 degree bits, followed by ten

1 degree bits, then four 2.5 degree bits at 900 KC. A simple 4-bit counter

controls this alternating change of rate. ,,

/, Therefore, only 58 x 240 = 13,920 ,. ,.

61 X 96 = __5,856 ',

I_, 775 bits of storage,

or 1238 16-bit words _re required to _tore the ball picture.

The 24-bit set-up s_quence uses 16 bits for the three 8-bit Clrcle,.

,, t, .

//o o" " , u
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transformation DAC's. Of the remaining 8 bits, one indicates whether a grid

or number circle is to be generated, and 7 are spare for future picture

identification or control information.

The memory is read alternately into two 16-bit registers. While one

is receiving data, the other shifts the previous words serially to the display

under control of the timing logic. Simple digital gating switches between the

2 outputs. The present design permits memory cycle times as long as 11

micro-seconds, therefore, presenting no problem in memory speed.

In the character mode, (Figure B-6), the beam will be driven

horizontally by a high speed DAC. A 56.25 KC square wave from the timing

chain will be integrated to a triangular wave for the vertical character

sweep, and another high speed DAC will provide vertical line spacing.

112.5 Kpps pulses step thru the horizontal characters. Every 6th step, 18.75

Kpps pulses provide the horizontal character spacing. A 625 pps pulse

provides an end-of-line horizontal and vertical shift, and a 39.1 pps pulse
!

resets the frame. (Figure B-7)

In the character mode, the raster sweeps continuously, off the timing

chain. The 48-bit pattern will come from memory exactly as do the ball,'<

:, patterns.

The read-only memory addresses will come from a separate, serial
: character memory. The character memory is erasable so that 7obit

il character addresses may be entered by the astronaut or computer. 480
seven bit characters require either a 3360-bit serial delay line (glass, wire,1

l or MOS) at a 131.25 KC bit rate, or 240 sixteen bit words of erasable core-

_ type memory.,i

It should be noted that by eliminating the character spacing pulses
_ from the character generation a solid 8x96 line raster is produced. Various

• meter patterns, pointers, etc. can be therefore displayed simply using the _!

1 character capability alone. (Figure B-8) ,:
i

.'I Figure B-9 shows a block diagram of the whole display system. ,,,
, _ i_"

B. 5 Techniques And Hardware Developed

! A clock frequency of 4.5 nt_z was chosen to allow the use of bipolar "

i and MOS type integrated cir'cuits and at the_same _im_maintain a refresh

i rate of the CRT that wou!d elimina_ flicker problems.

i. ii
•, 'l)

"_ _ ', B-IO

, - ,j _, +,
',&
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The timing chain is made up of synchronous type counters to min-

imize delay times between the pulsesand square waves being generated.

All timing and controlfunctionsare derived from the timing chain which

counts from 4.5 mHz to 39.1 pps. (Figure B-4)

Since the timing chainhas parallelcountingpaths, a timer reset

functionis provided to continuouslymaintain the proper time relationships

between allpulses. The use of the outputsof the timing chain willbe dis-

cussed as they are used in the functionalareas ofthe displaysystem.

The functions of the rate and timing control circuits are to provide

the gating control signals and the proper pulse train outputs to process

information from memory. A description of the functions performed by

these circuits in reference to the block diagram follows. {Figure B-IO}

In the ballgenerationmode, the rate and timing controlcircuitspro-

duce the gatingand pulse trainrequired to generate the ballblankingpattern.

A ballcircleis generated every I.5 cyclesof 6.25 KC. {Figure B-If)

During the firsthalfcycle,the timing controlgate C prevents the 450 KC

pulsesfrom being fed to the rate counter and logic. These pulses are

allowed to be countedby the timing controlcounter and logic. After 24

pulsesat 450 KC, a selectionof a gridor number circleis made from ino

formation processed out ofmemory. Note thatthe first24 pulses at 450

:_ KC were sentthrough the raster-ban pulse selectionlogicto the 16-bit

" word counter and to the memory shift register allowing this information to

_ be processed from memory. The remaining 12 bitsat 450 KC during the
r! firsthalfcycleare used for settlingtime ofthe circuitsreceivingthe infor-

_ mation. These bits are counted by the timing control counter and logic which

_ generates the gating signals A0 B0 C0 and D. Gate signal D inhibits the last

12 bits at 450 KC from being passed through the raster-ball pulse selection
t

':'_i logic. Therefore, no information is processed from memory during this

time. This sequence is the same for a number of grid type circle.

During the remaining cycleat 6.25 DC, the pulse train for the

_: blanking pattern is generated. Gate signals B and C allow the rate counter _

_ and logic as well as the rate gate generation to function during the remaining _Jcycle. The 450 KC pulses are inhibited by these gate signals during this
¢,

period. The rate counter and logic together with the rate gate generation _ _

drive the pulse steering logic allowing the correct pulse train to be generated. ' //

A number circle has 12 cycles of 10 bits at 2.25 MC and 8 bits at 900 KC.

:/ A grid circle has 12 cycles of 4 bits,at 900 KC a_d 2 bits at 225 KC. These ;t,X"

.... pulses axe counted by the timing control c°unter and logic. The tots1 .pulses "_
IJ :
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counted for a number circle is 36 pulses during the first half cycle and 216

pulses in the remaining cycle for a total of 252 pulses. With the timing con-

trol counter and logic set for a number circle, the rate and timing control

circuits are reset for the next circle after a count of 252 is reached. With

the timing control counter and logic set for a grid circle, the rate and timing

control circuits are reset for the next circle after a count of 108 is reached.

The raster-ball pulse selection passes the pulses during the re-

maining cycle to the 16°bi_ word counter and the memory output register.

This transfers the blanking information for the grid or ,umber circles to

the blanking circuits of the CRT. The 16-bit word counter is reset at the end

of each circle by the 4.17 KC pulse train so that the word counter will always

be synchronized properly with the memory au_ circle sweep circuits.

When the display system is in the character raster mode, the rate

and timing control circuits are not used. The only pulses required to trans-

fer the blanking information for characters from the memory are 900 KC

pulses. The raster-ballpulse selection circuit passes these 900 KC pulses

to the 16-bitword counter and the memory outputregiste.r.The 16-bit -"

word counter is reset at the end of each character by the 18.75 K pulses so

thatthe word counter willalways to synchronized properly withthe memory

, and raster sweep circuits.

i B. 5.1 Ball Circle Sweep Generation

t .The functions needed to generate the ball circles are R sin_t and R
cos e t and a DC reference voltage for translating the parallel circles along the

z axis. The generation of the sine and cosine functions are discussed with

reference to Figure B-12 .

The 6.25 KC square wave is taken from the timing chain and used to

generate both the sine and cosine functions. The square wave is first passed

through a low pass filter to obtain a sine wave at 6.25 KC. It is then passed

through an inverting amplifier with a phase shift correction adjustment.

This aUows the sine wave to be set at the correct phase relationship to the

6.25 KC:square wave, Itis the_::putthrough another invertingbufferam-

plifierWhich givesthe R sint,t i_/nctlon.The R sint,tfunctionis again _
. //

passed through another invertln,_ amplifierto give - R sin wt. These two
signalsare selectedalternatel_at a 2.08 KC rate through an analog switch.

'' The R sin e t function is put _)ugh a unity gain integrator to Obtain .
° R cos e t. An inverting amplifier is used to obtain R cos w t_ Aga_ihthese two

• signal_ are selected alternately_at 2.08 KC rate through an analog switch. I/

_-:i_;"! ;'" "

I/ _ ,, ,(3 " v, d'
i
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The plus and minus functions are needed alternately because a circle

is complete every 1.5 cycles of the 6.25 KC signal. This allows the same

phase of voltage to be used to write each circle and insures that the trace

of each circle will rotate in the same direction from the starting point on

the CRT. Therefore, the memory format is the same for all the ball circles.

The 24-bit shift register and meridian-parallel rotation transfor-

mation permits each ball circle to be generated in the form of three voltages

XI" YI' and 7,1. These voltages are proportional to the X, Y, and Z three
dimensional components of the circle on the ball. (Figures B=13 and B-14)

These functions are as follows:

Parallel Transformation Expressions

X 1 = +Rsin_t(cos $ )

Y1 = ± R cos ut (cos $ )

._ z! - ± RDC (sinq,)
Meridian Transformation Expressions

X 1 = +Rcos_t(sin 0)

Y1 = +Rc°set(c°s 0 )

Z 1 = +Rsinet

t This generates the ball in the fixed orientation shown.

The inputs to the meridian=parallel rotation transformation circuits

are RDC, + R sin ut and + R cos w t. These signals are directed to am-

plifiers and to the 8-bit DAC's to generate the X 1, YI' and Z 1 outputs. These
outputs described all the meridians and the parallel circles in _hree dim=

ensions. The DAC's are set up before each circle is drawn by information

transferred from memory. The 24rbit shift register received information

from memory and sets the switches and DAC's to generate a meridian grid

or number circle or a parallel grid or number circle. The 1-8 bits of the

register are used to set the parallel - sin $ or meridian - sin 0scale factor

DAC. The 9 - 16 bits are used to set two DAC's0 the parallel - cos_ or

meridian - cos0 scale factor and the parallel - cos $ scale factor. The 17th

: bit sets the analog switches to the meridian or parallel position depending on

c the type of circle to be drawn. The 18th bit sets _n analog switch for plus

, or minus translation of parallels along the z axis,i• The 19th bit is sent to '

d '_the rate and timing control circuit to set up the pulse train for a grj or num-

ber circle as described previously. The 20 - 24 bits_-_the register are spares

_or e Control bits if they are required. (Figure B-15)"'-. .,:

_'7' ' /" ,'/'' . 1 ,,, , " " .
",...<> ,," .f_ ,,. "

' _- t s,' ----dr + ,, , '_,) _ ,',_ , '-')o

I) _, P+ o ,_:, , (.# ]+_,_ ,," (,_

,, .,., . ,-, _ <.- , . ,--_.',, ,_._', "'_;,'_'_ ..... o .o
i
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The output amplifiers provide + X 1, + YI' and +_ 7+1 which are re-

quired by the ball rotation circuits.

The ball rotation transformation circuits take the fixed ball picture

generated by the ball sweep generation circuits and rotates it to any position

in three dimensions upon command of the computer. This simulates the

movements of the ball attitude indicator.

The functions performed by these circuits are as follows:

(Figure B-16)

X 2 = cos 71X 1 + coso 1Y1 + cos_lZ 1

Y2 = cos 72X 1 + cos++ 2Y1 + cos_2Z 1

Z 2 = cos 73X1 + cosa3Y 1 + cos_3Z 1

where:

direction cosine from axis to axis

cos _ 1 X1 X2

cosa 1 Y1 X2

cos_ 1 Z1 X2

cos _ 2 X 1 Y2

cosa 2 YI Y2

cos_ 2 Z1 Y2

cos _3 X1 Z2 -

cos a 3 Y 1 Z2

cos_ 3 Z1 Z2

The direction cosine information is obtained from the computer and

shifted into a series of nine 8 bit shift registers. Each one of these registers

contains a sign bit and 7 magnitude bits of the direction cosine. The sign

bite control the analog switches which pass either plus' or minus x 1, Y1, and I,-
ts _j

Z 1 components to the 8-bit DAC*s The remaining 7 bits set up these DAC's. +,_+_

The outpu_ of these DA_'s are summed appropri&tely to give X2, Y2' and Z 2 + ++,
as shown in the eqt_ations. These outPuts are'then sent to the intensity,

blanking and sweep c0rJtrol circuits. "0
C,,+ t, " ,, '

J +"+ /,

'_ B. 5.2' Character Raster Generator ....... -+

\\i_ "-, _he character +raster generator produces the staircase and triangular '

Waveforms necessary, for displayingalphabetical ,,andnumerical,symbols ,, _ "_.'-
" 0.,.....

...... i /
u + " " qJ _' ' *e

.
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in any form desired. The inputs are pulses and square waves which are

converted into a horizontal staircase sweep, and a vertical staircase-tri-

angular wave sweep. (Figures B-17 and B-18)

The horizontal sweep is generated by pulsing an 8-bit counter with

pulses at a 112.5 KC rate which produces the character line space incre-

ments equal to a 1 count. The counter is driven with pulses at 18.75 KC

to give the character space increments equal to a 2 count. The counter is

reset by 625 cycle pulses which zero the counter at the end of every 30

character text line. If a straight raster is desired without character spaces,

the 18.75 KC pulses may be inhibited. This d_gital information is converted

to the staircase waveform in Figure B-18 by an 8-bit high speed DAC. The

output of the DAC is passed through a unity gain buffer amplifier before

being sent to the intensity, blanking, and sweep control circuits.

The vertical sweep is generated by pulsing a 4-bit counter with pulses

at 625 pps. This produces text line space increments equal to a count of 1.

The counter is reset by 39.1. The counter is reset by 39.1 cycle pulses which

zero the counter at the end of every 16 text lines or frame. This digital

information is converted to a staircase waveform by a 4-bit high-speed DAC.

A square wave at 56.25 KC is passed through an integrator to generate the

, triangular wave character sweep. The triangular wave _,nd staircase are

summed in a buffer amplifier to give the corr_plete vertical sweep shown

' in Figure B-18. If it is desired to eliminate the text line space to produce

a continuous vertical raster, the amplitude of the triangular wave may be

increased by gain adjustment in the buffer amplifier or the DAC DC ref- /,

t erence voltage may be attenuated to accomplish this result. This output
! is sent to the intensity, blanking, a_ sweep control circuits.

,i_ B. 6 Read Only Memory and Control _

! The read only memory provides the storage of all fixed ihformation !

"o i such as the ba11_icture; numeric, alphabetic'and symbolic characters; I"
and any other fixed pattern desired. The control section processes any in- "

t formation desired from memory in synchronization w_th other functions i ,' '_" in the display" system; (Figure B-19)., '.i .... ;" " "' _'

i " The me_o_y constructed has 16-bit wo_ds which'are processed se-_'"'': quentially to give the setup informati0n or blanking pattern desired. The

output of the 16-_bit word _ounter drives the memory contro_ cirr_uits,'which
• ' f} b ' n ..

perform the following functlbns. + ,, . . .+ _

.,, ,:. ',,_, :: ,, ,, ,, ;, , ,,

! " ', ,, ,,, ', / L ff X'Xd / i._.,_"...... '" ' "
,t' /" '_ / _ _:....

"" i ' "'
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1) Transferr the dual readout gates so that the next word may

be read from memory;

2) Transfers the dual output register so that one register is

ready for read-out information while the other is being

shifted to the route control circuits;

3) Transfers the shift pulses from the rate and timing control

circuits to the shift register transferring information to

route control;

4) Advances the address control counter to the next desired

word address;

5) Provides a read pulse to transfer the selected word to the

second register set up to receive this information.

After each 16-bit word is processed, this memory control cycle is

i. repeated. The addresses for the words to be processed from memory come

•: from an erasable address memory. 1_nis memory is set up by the computer

, with the addresses of the presentation desired.

:: B. 6.1 Route Control

The route control circuits steer the information from memory to the

_I meridian-parallel shift register or to the blanking control circuits. In the_._
_ ball mode th_ _.irst 24 bits from memory are gated by gate signal A to t._e

_ meridan-parallel shift register. This is the information used for set up pur-

_:" :_ poses as described in the rate and timing control circuits. (Figures B-11

_i and B-20) The 72 bits for the grid circles or the 2.6 bits for the number

_! circles are gated by gate signal C to the blanking control circuits. This

_ _ gives the desired blanking pattern for the circle being drawn._ _',"'_

/_ V In the raster mode, all the bits from memory are gated continuously_ to the blanking control circuits.

/i,i__ B. 6.2 Intensity, Blanking and Sweep Control
_ The functions of these circuits are to direct the ball and raster sweep

_ voltages, the memory blanking signal, and the intensity modulation signal

_'_. to the appropriate inputs of the oscilloscope. The ball-raster gating signal

_ allows a selection of the ball picture or the character raster picture.

• _ (Figure B-21) _ , , '

Wi_ the gating rcuits in the ball mode, three analog switches allow

•,,_ the X2a 'Y2' and Z2 ball i ignals from the ball rotation transformation circuits

1969019281-132
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to be sent to the scope. The Z 2 ball signal drives the horizontai input and

X 2 signal drives the vertical input of the scope. The Y2 input drives a
Schmitt trigger circuit used as a zero crossing detector. The square wave

produced blanks the scope during all miras values of Y2 and unblanks it during

all positive values of Y2" This prevents the undesired back face of the ball
presentation from being displayed. The Schmitt trigger signal and the

Dlanking pattern from memory are passed through an OR gate which allows

blanking of the scope if either signal is in the blanking state. The blanking

signal from the OR gate is then sent to a buffer amplifier where the intensity

modulation signal is summed with the blanking signal. The output of this

amplifier is sent to the Z axis of the scope.

With the gating circuits in the raster mode, the three analog switches

allow the raster sweep signals to be sent to the scope. The horizontal raster

sweep drives the horizontal input and the vertical raster sweep drives the

vertical input of the scope. A positive DC voltage drives the Schmitt

trigger circuit which produces a continuous unblanking signal to the OR ga.'e.

This allows the blanking signal from memory to be the single control of the

blanking pattern. The blanking signal from the OR gate is summed with the

intensity modulation signal, if it is desired, in the buffer amplifier, The

output of the amplifier is sent to the Z axis of the scope.

B. 7 Progress, Conclusions and Recommendations

i The development of the display system is in its final stages. The

design and the evaluation of the circuits discussed are nearly complete. The

_ ball rotation transformation circuits remain to be constructed on the plug-

1 in cards being used for the system. The system interconnecting wiring and
the rack assembly are the main construction work left to be completed.

;_ The timing chain, rate and timing control logic, and raster control

_t logic have been finalized and are functioning correctly. The ball sweep i

" 1 circuits have been completely evaluated with final plug-in card construction ',
!i remaining to be done. The raster sweep circuits are in the final evaluation

1 stage. The requirement of a very high speed DAC with an accuracy of better

than 0. 5% has required extensive development work. The latest configuration

investigated appears to have the speed and accuracy desired. Further tekts ,

! and evaluations are being made to verify that it will function properly .... _ /

! The memory system, route control circuits, and intensity_ blanking, and
,, sweep control circuits have been completely evaluated and constructed.

The ball rotation transformation circuits have not been constructed'at this

time but the circuits are identical to those evaluated for the ball sweep c_cuits.

,: ! ,ira
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An oscilloscope and the Core Rope S:mulator were obtained to

be used in the initial as well as advanced phases of the study. The develop-

ment of the CRT sweep circuits would replace the scope in future study

phases. The Core Rope Simulator will be used as a large fixed memory

element to replace the small memory being used presently.

Since the initial study phase has not been completed, any overall con-

clusions for the performance of this type of display system can not be pre-

sented here. But, some conclusions can be drawn from the evaluations al-

ready completed.

The development of the circuits described has shown that bipolar

and MOS integrated circuits presently available can perform the functions

desired. There are many circuits where MOS arrays are used which would

require many times the volume if bipolar integrated circuits had to be used.

With future development of these devices, further savings in space and weight
,i

can be accomplished.

:i: With the development of these circuits, the feasibility of a CRT
,/

,_ Display System which has the capability of presenting a wide variety of

q information is practically assured. With our circuit evaluations nearly
j
:1 completed, the performance in all cases indicates that the display system
4

• 1 will meet the requirements and objectives originally stated.

The completion of the initial study phase of this program requires

• the construction of a few circuit boards and the assembly and wiring of the

it display rack. The information to be gained from this CRT Display System

' : will be of great value in directing future development of similar types of

displays. If an advanced study is initiated, the development of a memory

to handle fixed as well as variable information and the computer control

functions could be accomplished by the addition of the Core Rope Simulator

and other equipment to the present display system.

Considering the investment already put into this study and the know-

ledge that will be gained by future investment, the recommendations are a_.

• : !t follows: :
1) The initial study phase of the CRT Display System be corn o _:

pleted as soon as possible.

2) BUed on the information gained from this study, an ad-

vanced study be considered for the development of a dis-

' play system applicable to future spacecraft use.

,, 'Y

k' ,i
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R-600

CONTROL, GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION FOR

ADVANCED MANNED MISSIONS

(Final Report on Task IIof Contract NAS 9-6823)

Vol. I Systems

Supplement 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this supplement is to provide more detailed information

about fuel requirements for the interplanetary missions used as examples in

"_ MIT Incrtrumen_.ation Laboratory Report R-600, Volume I. This information is

provided here in three parts: 1) Tabular data for two missions, 2) Corres-

ponding time lines of the velocity corrections, 3) Discussion and interpretation

of the results. The two cases conside,_d here are the first legs of the 1979 Mars

flyby and 1977 triple-planet flyby misjzons mentioned in R-600. A brief descrip-

.C', tion of the algorithm used to generate the data precedes the presentation of results,

':" THE VELOCITY CORRECTION ALC_RITI_IVI

•i_i_i As described in R-600, the guidance-navigation requirements study was an.( ,

=.i_! entirely statistical error analysis procedure. This also applies to the velocity-

:"_' correction scheduling approach and the corresponding results - all data presented

._:, here should be interpreted as one-sigma values.
, _

_i'._ A simple, physically motivated approach was used to determine the timing

:_ and size of the velocity corrections - no attempt was made to optimize the results.

:N These results should *hus be interpreted as the approximate fuel requirements for

.# making midcourse corrections on the interplanetary trips used as examples. The
• W

•_ scheme consists of the following steps:

i_ 1. Divide the mission into an arbitrary number of decision points.

_i 2, At each decision point calculate:

_ a. The mean-squared value of the velocityc0rrection which FTA

:. guidance Would dictate.-_tthis time.
,/

• Call it" *

t_:':- *A .... ' H .'_'),_i' method for computing these ,quanflties,_sgiven in-Batty._ R_.. ,,Astronautical _
% -',; Guidance, McGraw Hill Book Co., New York i964, " , : ....

" - -L__", " _/ '0 ' '
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b. The variance of this estimate of AV2 : call it (UV)2. This is a
measure of our ability to determine the velocity correction based

upon the available navigational information.

c. The mean-squared value of the error in implementing a velocity

correction; call it ((Ti)2. This is a measure of the uncertainty in

impleme _ting the velocity correction by thrusting.

3. Form the ratios:

(v)2

(_i)2

_ = R2

4. IfR I and R 2 are less tl_n__re-specifiedvalues, a velocitycorrectio,.
of mean-squared value AV ismade. IfeitherR 1 or R 2 are greater

than these values, no correctionis made atthatparticulardecision

point.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Tables I through M and Figs. 1 through 3 give velocity-correction data for

the first legs of the 1979 Mars flyby and 1977 triple-planet flyby used as examples

*i in R-600. The following is a Hst of comments aimed at aiding in the interpretation
I of these results.

!i 1. The runs were deliberately terminated shortly before arrival at the

_ destination planet, Had these runs been terminated closer to the planet

_°_ be_ter accuracies could have been obtained. This, of course, was

_!_ achieved in the subsequent hyperbolic\ flyby of the planet.

,_,_ 2. The perfect-sextant cases do not result in zero-error because sextant

_ inaccuracy is only one source of navigational errors. The others,

i? which remain even when a perfect sextant is assumed, are the various
phenomena errors discussed in R-600.

3. The size of the I_A and VTA terminal errors s re a function of the time
_L-

"_ -- of the last velocity correction. By making this velocity correction later,

*_.-._,_ these errors could be reduced. Theoretically, the error could be reduced

',_ ..... to the size of _he final p0sition-estimation uncertainty (which is also ,_

•:_, - given). In practice, of course, this could reqUire conside._able amounts

i_" _ - _ _ of fuel.
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4. The algorithmfor schedulingthe velocitycorrectionsoutlinedabove

seems tobe a good one for selectingallbut the finalcorrection. P_rtial

evidence ofthisis detectableinthe accompanying data by examining

the spread of values inthe finalcorrectioncompared to the others.

The velocityrequiredto cancelterminal-posltionerrors increases

extremely rapidlyas the terminal pointis approached. The selection

scheme used here isnot sensRive enough to carefullybalance the fuel

requirements againstthe terminal-positionerrors - a more optimal

scheme isnecessary inthisregion.

5. The initialvelocitycorrectionwhich consistentlyoccurs atthe same

time is a resultofthe sche.ue making a correctionto take out injection

' errors. At thispointenough measurements have been made to determine

•: the injectionerrors we]/enough to cancelthem with a midcourse velocity

' correction. Note that the size of the first correction increases as the

• sextantbecomes more accurate. This is because the bettersextantpro-

vldes a means of determininga more accurate extimate of the injection

errors; hence, more ofthe error can be taken out by making a larger

,:, velocitycorrection.

3 6. Note thatthere is an approximate general trendtoward a wider, more

:v; even spacingofthe velocitycorrectionsas the sextantaccuracy degrades.

_': This is a resultofthe factthatwith the less accurate sextantittakes

i_':' longer to obtain a good enough estimate of position and velocity errorst 7;_

"_:J to Justifya velocitycorrection. An associatedobservationon the spacing

of these corrections is the tendency for the impulses to bunch up at the

_ two ends of the mission as the sextantbecomes more accurate. In this
i_ case, when itdoesn'ttakelong to obtainan accurate estimate ofthe

_ required correction, corrections group at the beginning to take out in-
, !_] Jection errors and at the end to cancel terminal errors. Little activity
b°,,l_ is required in-between to obtain these objectives.

_ 7. Figure 1 and Table I show the results of a survey to determine the effect

_ of the arbitrary ratios R 1 and R2 on the velocity-correction schedule.
Note that, as these ratios increase, the velocity corrections increase in

_i frequency and total number. These are two reasons for this: 1) A less-

_! accurate estimate of the velocity correction is required before one is

{_ scheduled - R 1 is larger, 2) A larger-percentage implementation in- .

accuracy is permitted - R2 is larger.

| I
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If a straight edge is placed vertically on Fig. I any place but near the

right end (see comment 4 above), it becomes clear that there is an

approximate trend for the sum of the velocity corrections to increase

at a given time as the ratios increase. The reason for this is that the

relaxation of the accuracy demands as these ratios increase permits

more of the early corrections to be wasted = making a velocity correc-

tion at the beginning with some uncertainty in it can lead to the necessity

of having to cancel this uncertainty with another correction later when

more information is t,vailable.

)

i

)

"' I

S .

'\il)X ;4 ' Q

i , ,

't _)!

...... . ,, '. ; 9

__b e

I
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TABLE I

FIRST LEG OF 1979 MARS TWILIGHT FLYBY*

Fuel Consumption Table for Fig. 1

Vel. Corr. Time Vel. Corr. Total AV
No. (days) (ft/sec) (ft/sec)

R--.I

1 0.4 18.4 18.4

2 45 5.2 23. 6

3 71 2.6 26.2

4 108 2.5 28.7

5 139.5 68.6 97.5

FTA Error = 173.8 mi

VTA Error -- 164.7 mi

Pos. Unc. _ lll. 3mi

R=.2

1 0.4 18.4 18.4

2 38 4.4 22.8

3 56 2.5 25.3

4 77 1.8 27.1

_, 5 103 1.8 28.9

6 129 3.4 32.6

: FTA Error = 307.8 mi

VTA Error _ 288.6 mi

•I Pos. Unc. = I 1I. 3 ml

#
_t

:_ 1 0.4 18.4 18.4

_' 2 30 3.5 21.9

'!_'i 3 _, 45 2.6 : 24. 5
"_ 4 56 ', 1.8 _26.3

5 eS 1.4 :_7.V
6 81 t. 2 98.9

7 95 1.3 30. 2

8 I07 " 1.2 31.4

9 120 1. 5 32. 9
/;'/

/ _: 10 138 10.8 48.7
"/ /

:: 7 FTA Error = 217.9 mi.
// /;

/ VTA,E.r.ror = 207.6 mi ,'• ,,,,- ...... :,,, ..... _ ,..

*140-Day Leg; RunBt0pped 168, 000 mt from Mars.

• u

/
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TABLE II

• FIRST LEG OF 1979 MARS TWILIGHT FLYBY*

Fuel Consumption Table for Fig. 2

Vel. Corr. N®. Time (days) Vel. Corr. Total AV

Perfect Sextant (ft/sec) (ft/sec)

1 0.4 18.5 18.5
2 1.1 2,4 20.9

3 _ 36 I.8 22.7
4 99 I. 8 24.5
5 119 I.8 26.3
8 131 1.8 28.1
7 136 1.8 29.9
8 133.3 1.8 31.7
9 139.3 1.8 33.6

10 139.7 1.8 35.9

FTA Error = 3.9 rot; VTA Error = 3.2 rot; and Pos. Unc. =. 48 mi.

_ l-Arc-sec Sextant

1 0.4 18.5 18.5
_,i 2 3 2.4 20.9

3 34 1.8 22.
4 84 1.8 24. 5
5 103 1.8 26.3
6 123 1.8 28.1

', 7 133 2.0 30.4

FTA Error = 127.2 mi; VTA Error = 113.1 mi; and Pos. Uric. = 52.3 mi.

3-Arc-sec Sextant

_ 1 0 • 4 18.4 18.4
_,-, 2 38 4.4 22.8

3 56 2.5 25. 3

, , 4 77 1.8 27.1
:_:i 5 103 1.8 28.9
:_ 6 129 3.4 32.6

:_ FTA Error = 307, 8 ml; VTA Error = 288.6 ml; and Pos. Unc.= 111.3 mi.

:!_ 10-Arc-sec Sextant
• - 't_L

_:_ 1 0 . 4 18.0 18. 0

: 2 5o 9.s 27.s3 "14 5.8 33.1
;_ 4 109 5.6 38. "/
_ 5 139.6 191.6 230. 6

i FTA Error = 516.8 mi; VTA Error = 489. 9 ml; and Pos. Unc. = 325.6 mi.

_ *140-Day Leg; Run stopped at 168,000 mt from Mars.

'\;,, _ ,,_

; "X'I, '"
W(," ,,

6
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TABLE III

FIRST LEG OF 1977 TRIPLE PLANET FLYBYS

Fuel Consumption Table for Fig. 3

Vel. Corr. No. Time (days) Ve]. Corr. (ft/sec) Total AV

Perfect Sextant (ft/sec)

1 0.4 18.4 18.4
2 1.2 2.7 21.1
3 28 1.8 22,9
4 69 I. 8 24.7
5 94 i.8 26.5
8 106 2.0 28.5
7 111 2.1 30.6
8 112.7 1.8 32.4
9 113.5 2.0 34.8

FTAError =6.6 ml;VTAError = 5.3mi; andPos. Unc. =.53mi.

1-Arc-sec Sextant

1 0.4 18.3 18.3
• 2 6 2.8 21.1

• 3 25 i. 8 22.9
4 66 I. 8 24.7

/ 5 92 I.8 26.5
6 105 I. 9 28.4

": 7 110 1.8 30.2
:-: - 8 112.2 1.8 32.0

9 113.5 1.8 34.2

FTA Error = 12.3 mt; VTA Error = 10 rot; and Pos. Unc. = 6.1 mi.

'_'" 3-Arc-sec Sextant

:'; 1 0.4 17.9 17.9

i(::i 2 10 4. 2 22.1

I 3 18 2.0 24.1

4 43 I.8 25.9

6 96 1.9 29.6
7 106 1.8 31.4

_ 8 111 2.2 33.6

["'_:::i 9 112.5 1.8 35.8
'; _:'4 FTA Error = 27.6 mi; VTA Error = 22.3 mi; and Pos. Unc.= 16.0 rot.

,..._._.._, :,_ 10-Arc-sec Sextant

1 0.4 17.4 17.3
• _._i_ 2 17 7.5 24.9
• : °: 3 29 ,: 3. 8 28.5

I 4 50 2.5 31.0
_'. 5 74 2.2 33. 2
_ 6 91 '.' 2.1 35.3

_ 8 112 6.5 ; 44.4

: FTA Error = 90.8 mi; VTA Error = 68.3 mi; and Pos. Unc.= 48.4 mi.
' } _/' , .,. t/

[ *ll4-Day Leg, Earth-Venus; Run sto_pped 105, 000 mi from Venus.

[7_f;'5':;'¢: ,a o _,,, ¢ , o '_

c/ " "
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